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It was 48 years ago today!
They may have been four boys who shook the world, but before they reached
those giddy heights they had to win over the good people of Barnston first!
Heswall Magazine brings you a special feature by Rob Jackson.
up to twelve hours from 8pm to 4am, with just a five minute break
on the hour. Eight days a week wasn’t in it! The Hamburgers knew
their onions, too, and would not accept second-best. If things were
getting a bit dull, the refrain ‘Mak Schau’ would go up, and it
meant exactly what it said on the tin. The audience wanted to see
a good show, and that meant more than standing there absentmindedly plucking a few chords.
Tough as it was, playing for hours on end in these conditions –
albeit with the alleged aid of a little ‘extra stimulation’ on occasion
– was just the training the extravagantly talented but hitherto
undisciplined group needed. The boys were able to hone their
talents and begin to develop the unique brand of rock and roll that
was soon to conquer the world.
Incidentally, the band had also recently parted company with
Stuart Sutcliffe, whose stint with them in Hamburg had proved that
he was as bad a guitarist as he was good an artist. It had been a
case of the ‘Not So Fab Five’ for a while. When the others headed
home for their date with destiny, Stuart stayed on in Hamburg with
his girlfriend Astrid Kirchherr to pursue his artistic career. Tragically,
he was to die of a brain haemorrhage shortly after the Barnston
gig on 10th April, 1962. The movie Backbeat gives a fascinating
chronicle of this period.
As for others, just back from Hamburg they were rapidly becoming
the finished article. The crowd that turned up at Barnston WI in
their winklepickers and beehives on that early spring Saturday
evening all those years ago was in for a treat.

Broadway to Chuck Berry

March 24th 1962, was the day the soon to be ‘Fab Four’ set about
the task. On this auspicious date The Beatles played the Barnston
Women’s Institute, no less. And, believe me, it was no ordinary gig!
In fact, such was the success of the event that two more were to
follow. It drew an audience of 140, each paying the princely sum
of 7/6d – 37p in today’s money. The gig was strictly ticket only, and
woe betide you if you were late – no admittance after 10pm! They
didn’t mess about in those days!

Barnstorming in Barnston
The first notable aspect of the Barnston WI event was the sheer
quality of the sounds emanating from the stage. By this time, the
Beatles had really got their act together. They’d come a long way
from their Quarry Men days, playing skiffle music from the back of
a truck.
The band’s stints at Liverpool’s legendary Cavern Club have been
exhaustively documented, and were undoubtedly a vital formative
experience. Arguably even more significant, however, were their
sessions in the bawdy bierkellers and shady nightclubs of
Hamburg’s infamous Reeperbahn.
The West German economy was working its celebrated miracle,
and Liverpool’s finest were about to embark on theirs. The boys
faced a gruelling schedule in the German port, frequently playing
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The world may soon have been theirs for the taking, but first they
had the not insignificant matter of the date in West Wirral. And
they did not disappoint! Local fans had an absolute ball, as the
boys ran through a repertoire ranging from out and out rockers to
the slow ballads like that now local (absentee) resident Sir Paul
McCartney specialised in.
At this time the choice of music they played was somewhat
catholic, as you may gather from the fact that the gig was actually
courtesy of the Heswall Jazz Club, who rented the hall once a week.
The supporting act was even the Pasadena Jazzmen, no less.
A typical playlist would comprise a melange of Chuck Berry
rockers like ‘Roll Over Beethoven’, Buddy Holly classics like ‘Peggy
Sue’, current chart toppers such as ‘I Remember You’, the odd
Broadway favourite such as ‘A Taste of Honey’, as well as songs
that would soon become irrevocably associated with the Fab Four
such as ‘Twist and Shout’, ‘Money’ and ‘Please Mr. Postman’.
In other words, something for everybody, as they say in the best
advertising circles.
Understandably, memories of the Barnston gigs have faded a
little in the near five decades worth of water that has flowed under
the bridge since those halcyon days. For this reason, we invoked
the aid of Dawson’s Music Limited of Ranelagh Street, Liverpool,
to whom we are very grateful. It’s likely that the instruments The
Beatles played at the WI would have been as follows:
• John - Rickenbacker 325 guitar
• Paul - Hofner Viola bass
• George - Gretsch Duo Jet guitar
• Pete Best - Ludwig Super Classic  drum kit (Later renamed the
‘Ludwig Fab Four’!)

The first Barnston gig preceded recording of The Beatles’ debut
single ‘Love Me Do’ – further proof that things were coming together
musically, in rather a big way as it turned out! In truth, though, few
people at the event could have imagined that the figures prancing
about on the WI’s rickety little stage would soon become the most
recognisable in the world, and the most iconic band in history.
Funny old world, eh?

Suits you, sirs!
As if the thrill of being in on the ground floor of a socio-musical
phenomenon without parallel in the history of the world was not
enough, the Wirral’s ravers were to witness something else very
special that fateful March evening.
The first WI gig was also the very first time the Beatles were to
appear in the celebrated suits specially commissioned from
eminent Liverpool tailor Beno Dorn. It’s important to realise that
the loveable, clean-cut mop tops so familiar from all those black
and white TV clips were simply one stage in the band’s genesis,
and a highly engineered one at that. In their very early days, they
had strutted their stuff in the slightly sinister black leathers beloved
of rockers at the time.
This look may have been fine for dingy nightspots and local youth
clubs, but when manager Brian Epstein came on board he soon
realised things would have to change. If the group were to make
any impact on the national scene, they would have to smarten up.
Big time. Hence the Astrid Kirchherr-inspired mop-top haircuts that
were to make such an impression, especially when combined with
the obligatory headshake. Hence the Beno Dorn suits, costing the
then princely sum of £40. For the record, these were grey brushed
tweed lounge suits with pencil-thin lapels, worn with matching tie.
As they marched in carrying bags containing their smart new
attire, the mop-tops made a lasting impression on at least one WI
member. Commented Eileen Shone:“The group carried these brand
new suits up our path in plastic bags – and wore them for the first
time on our stage!”
Of course, these days when people talk about Beatle suits,
usually what springs to mind are those collarless jobbies adorning
the bouncy figures belting out early hits like ‘She Loves You’ and ‘I
Wanna Hold Your Hand’. This innovation actually happened some
time later, and was a (dubious) inspiration from London. The
originals were collared, albeit narrowly.
And all the better for that, in my view.

When Pete was Best
‘The Barnston Sessions’ - as these locally landmark gigs should
now come to be known – were significant for yet another reason,
especially to legions of Beatles anoraks from Toxteth to Tokyo.
Think three photos of the band on stage at all three gigs. (Sadly,
none actually exist to our knowledge, but if you know otherwise

we’d be delighted to hear from you.) Those photos would seem
nearly identical – until you look at who’s bashing the drums.
For the first two concerts, it was a darkly good-looking, somewhat
brooding character with a prize quiff. However, for the final one
the face had undergone an astonishing transformation, and many
would say not for the better.
The earlier Barnston concerts were among the last Beatles gigs to
feature Pete Best on drums. By the third event, he’d been replaced
by Ringo Starr, poached from celebrated local band Rory Storm and
the Hurricanes. The rest, as they say, is history.
In some ways, though, this was a real shame. Pete had been in
the band for two years, and played an important role in its
development. Of course, the conspiracy theorists have had a field
day regarding the ins and outs of Pete’s removal, and it’s not my
intention to go into all this again here. It appears that the real
reason was straightforward enough – and musical. Legendary
producer George Martin considered his drumming on the first
recording of ‘Love Me Do’ was simply not tight enough, and
preferred Ringo’s. End of story.
I’m pleased to note, however, that posterity has not entirely
consigned Pete Best to the ranks of the music world’s nearly men
(a place where he could well have shared a glass or three with
former Beatles manager Alan Williams.) With his band, Pete recently
fronted a Merseyside tourist drive in India, playing to staggering
250,000 crowds and being broadcast on eight TV channels.
It seems that Beatlemania is alive and well and living in the
sub-continent!

On the circuit
Of course, with millions of fans worldwide, Beatlemania is still
going strong everywhere. The Merseyside region and the band’s
former haunts remain its hub, and thanks to those events 48 years
ago Barnston WI can take its place among them. A few years back,
the hall was descended upon by 140 foreign tourists from ten
countries, all eager for a piece of action.
Sir Paul McCartney’s activities have also added the area to the
Beatles annals. First, he bought his dad a home in Baskerville
Road, Heswall. Then there’s the matter of his own abode, whose
exact whereabouts remain a mystery.
In fact, I even read the other day of moves for Paul to play a 50th
anniversary gig in Hamburg. And the chances of anything like that
that happening here in Barnston?
We can dream!!!
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The Importance of an LPA for Health and Welfare
Maxine Phillips, a paralegal specialising
in Wills, Trusts & Probate at Jackson
Lees’ Heswall office, outlines how
important a Health and Welfare Lasting
Power of Attorney (LPA) can be in the
case example below (names have been
changed to protect anonymity).
My client, Ann, who suffers from dementia,
had a minor fall while visiting her daughter
Carol. As Ann was in considerable pain
and unable to stand, Carol telephoned for
an ambulance.

Maxine Phillips

Upon being taken to hospital, and following
assessment, Ann had her hips x-rayed for
potential breaks. Carol was advised that
Ann had suffered no break to the hips but
would be kept in for a few days as she was
unable to weight bear, stand or transfer
from chair to bed without pain.

Carol visited Ann on a daily basis and noted that there seemed to be no
improvement in her condition. Carol had provided the hospital staff with a
copy of Ann’s LPA for Health and Welfare on her admittance.
A few days later, Carol received a telephone call and was advised that
Ann was medically fit for discharge. However, Ann’s condition had only
improved marginally – and she was still in considerable pain, particularly
when transferring into bed. Carol refused to give consent for Ann to be
released home.
On her daily visits, Carol continued to voice her concerns to staff at the
hospital but, despite this, received a further two telephone calls to discuss
Ann’s release.
As Ann continued to have difficulty, Carol spoke to the doctor on the ward
and insisted that further tests were done before she would consent for
release. Because Ann had an LPA for Health and Welfare in place, Carol’s
request could not be ignored and, somewhat reluctantly, a CT scan was
organised for Ann.

The CT scan confirmed that while it was correct that Ann had suffered no
hip breakage, she had, however, sustained pelvic fractures as a result of
the original fall and these had gone unrecorded.
It had taken nine days for Ann to receive the correct diagnosis; the
additional CT scan had only been made at Carol’s insistence, because
she held the LPA for Health and Welfare for Ann. Had Carol followed the
original advice, which was to take Ann home and encourage her to walk, a
further fall could have led to more, potentially catastrophic, damage.
Following the new diagnosis, Ann was reassessed and ultimately transferred
to a local nursing home for six weeks rehabilitation care, paid for by the
NHS, where she received daily physiotherapy to help her regain her mobility.
Without the registered LPA for Health and Welfare, the outcome could have
been very different!
If you would like to talk to one of our specialist advisers about the
difference a Health and Welfare LPA could make to you and those in
your life, please call us free on 0808 256 4659 (also free to call from
mobiles) or email enquiry@jacksonlees.co.uk, or visit our website
www.jacksonlees.co.uk

What Jackson Lees can do for you…
• We offer free half-hour appointments for anyone who wishes to
find out more about our services
• Heswall office is open on a Saturday (book for an appointment)
• Four local offices to choose from:
–  Heswall 0151 909 8185
–  Hoylake 0151 909 8183
–  Birkenhead 0151 909 8186
–  Liverpool 0151 909 2184
• We also offer assistance if you are in a dispute regarding inheritance
• We offer free safe storage of any Will
• We can register your Will on Certainty’s national Wills database
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Hospitals in Heswall
It is hard for us in the 21st century to imagine a hospital in Heswall, but for
many years there were two. Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane tell us more.

The history of the Cleaver and Royal Liverpool Children’s hospitals
provide a fascinating insight into the huge advances made in medical science and improving social conditions. They were founded at a
time when there were no effective treatments against tuberculosis
and rheumatic fever, but there was huge faith in the curative powers
of fresh air and sunlight, to the extent that both hospitals had open
air wards. It is easy to understand why Heswall was chosen for their
location, being a rural area with bracing sea breezes, well away
from the polluted air in Liverpool.

Cleaver Hospital
The foundation stone for the West Derby, Liverpool and Toxteth
Park Joint Hospital as it originally known, was laid on October 25th
1901, and the hospital opened officially a year later, with 24 beds.
The hospital was situated in Oldfield Road surrounded by heathland,
with the wards facing south.
The hospital was subsequently renamed as the Cleaver
Sanatorium after Mr Harris P Cleaver who was Clerk to the West
Derby Union, which looked after the welfare of the poor in three
Liverpool districts. He was distressed at the hardships suffered
by children of the poor who were frequently transported to the
colonies, especially Canada, and campaigned to provide suitable
accommodation locally. He set up Cottage Homes for School
children in Fazakerly and later extended his good work to
establishing a Children’s Convalescent Home in Heswall for
those suffering from tuberculosis (TB).
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The hospital was greatly extended in September 1924 with two
wings attached. In 1939 the resident children were evacuated to
Rhuddlan, and afterwards adults were admitted.
A chapel attached to the hospital was dedicated in the 1960s
and a hospital school was also based there for some years. In an
article written by a young patient in 1957, the daily routine was
described as beginning at 6.30 am, bed at 8.30pm with meals
and school in between. Those patients on ‘hours’ were allowed
to walk around the grounds in the afternoon. Visiting days were
Wednesday and Saturday when bus services were laid on to the
hospital. A fund raising committee known as ‘The Cleaver League
of Friends’ would hold fairs each year which were popular with local
residents. Whist Drives were held there during the 40s and 50s. The
Home Guard and the fire service used the hospital during WW2.
The name of the hospital was changed again to Cleaver Hospital
instead of Sanatorium in 1950. After the war the benefit of antibiotics, immunisation and improved housing conditions effectively
eliminated tuberculosis in children and the hospital was largely
used to treat adult chest cases.
After closure in June 1983, the land was sold in 1988 for £2.5
million, the hospital demolished and Oldfield Gardens built on the
site. The nurses home still remains as Cleaver Residential Home.
Over seven acres of the former spacious grounds were acquired by
Cheshire Wildlife Trust in 1997 and designated as Cleaver Heath,
linked to the much larger Heswall Dales, which is a Site of Special
Scientific interest.

The open air wards were a feature of the hospital assuming once
more that the clean air of the area would be beneficial to its
patients. After extensions were opened in 1930 there were 240
beds in 10 wards, five of which had one wall which could be
completely opened to the elements.
It was not surprising that as part of the extension, a ‘state of the
art’ boiler room was added, to feed hot water pipes running along
the walls of the open ward, and under the tables used by the more
mobile patients. The large chimney is a feature easily spotted on
photographic landscapes of Heswall from this era.
Patients came from a wide area and many of the children would
only have visitors once a week. Many of the cases were long stay
patients with hip or other joint problems caused by tuberculosis.
Other patients suffered from heart problems caused by rheumatic
fever. In 1912 under the headship of Miss Chaplin, a special
school was formed and is believed to be one of the first such
schools in the country, with 12 teachers in the 1930s. This school
continued until the 80s.
In 1963 the League of Friends was formed and in succeeding
years raised over £20,000. The largest expenditure was the
adventure playground, a landscaped area with paved paths to
enable the children in wheelchairs to explore the playground,
equipped with a boat, steam engine and small aeroplane. The
most famous patient was the Beatle Ringo Starr, who is reported
to have spent two years in the hospital as a child.
The hospital was closed in 1985 because of changes in care
needs. Many of the diseases treated in the hospital had thankfully
been conquered but nevertheless it was sad to see such a fine
building go.

The building of RLCH with Heswall Castle in the background

The Royal Liverpool Children’s Hospital
The foundation stone for this hospital on Telegraph Road was laid
on April 21st 1905. The nine acre site next to Heswall Castle was
bought for £2,500 in 1900. The tower and clock were completed
in 1911. On Feb 15th 1909 the hospital was ready for its first
patients. The hospital was the dream of Dr Charles MacAlister, and
Mr Robert Jones who later in life was to be knighted and would
become a world famous orthopaedic surgeon, to build the long stay
residential hospital in Heswall. Wards in the hospital were named
after them. On 29th January 1910, Edward VII granted the hospital
the right to call itself Royal.

Cleaver Hospital
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We are still offering free delivery
We hope you and your families are all well. We are missing seeing you all!
If you haven’t done so already please follow us on Instagram & Facebook to
keep up to date on our top tips for keeping that beautiful “Serenity” skin.
Instagram - serenityclinicwirral Facebook - Serenity Clinic Ltd

Are you missing your regular non surgical facelifts?
Feel like you skin is missing your regular facials?
These are a few tips to help you at home:
1. Keep up your Image Skincare routine - these are cosmeceutical products, they penetrate the skin, stimulating your cell turnover.
This gets rid of the dead skin feeding the cells underneath. We prescribe individual skincare for your personal needs, so depending
on what your routine is these will help with any skin concern.
2. Using a facial roller massage your face and neck, regain your health and tight skin, it will help reduce wrinkles and fine lines,
increase blood circulation and helps with dark circles and to rejuvenate the skin.
3. Use Vital C enzyme mask once every 2-3 weeks this acts as a mini peel to stimulate cell turnover and hydration.
4. SKINADE is our fast selling collagen drink. It has been developed by leading UK scientists and is designed to provide a perfect ratio
of liquid to active ingredients, to create one of the most advanced, effective and bio-available anti-ageing skincare products on
the market today. Skinade is an add in to your skincare regime - a drink promotes better looking skin from the inside out.
5. IMAGE Max The Wrinkle Smoother and Contour Gel NEW OUT FOR 2020. These are amazing for this time when
you can’t have your non surgical face lifting treatments! Sold out as soon as they came in! Both target signs of
aging to reduce the appearance of wrinkles all over the face, including along the forehead, cheeks and eye
area. These products also help improve the look of tone and skin laxity, making areas that are most
prone to sagging – like the jawline – appear firmer. With regular use of this serum and cream, skin can
become overall smoother, revealing a younger-looking complexion.
6. Last but not least ALWAYS wear your SPF every day!

WINNER OF “AESTHETICIAN
OF THE YEAR 2020”
It is with great pride and pleasure that we can
announce Victoria has won Image Skincare
“North West Aesthetician of the Year 2020”
This is due to her dedication over the last 11 years to on
going training and her enthusiasm for getting outstanding
results on many skin types & conditions. It is nice to have
something positive to announce in these tough times.
Thank you all for helping to make this possible.

Non-medical, reusable, washable fabric face
coverings available to purchase at The Sewing Room
to help stop the spread on Covid-19.
• Double layered, 100% cotton – Washable at 60°
• Inner pocket for disposable filter  
• Concealed, moldable aluminum nose strip
• Full head elastic fastening
Discounted pre-order available for local business owners
Please contact Jacqui (Heswall) jacqui@thesewingroom23.co.uk
Charlotte (West Kirby) charlotte@thesewingroom23.co.uk

Refurbishment at
The Dee View Inn
The new owners of The Dee View Inn have have been extremely busy over this lockdown period
giving the popular Heswall pub a needed refurbishment. They are currently building an outdoor area
for customers to capture the beautiful views of Estuary and enjoy the suntrap. Once they are allowed to
re-open they hope to have live entertainment, show live sport and are planning a new food menu.
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Lower Village in Miniature
The Lambe family recently discovered a fascinating model of Lower Heswall in
the roof of their garage. Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane take a detailed look.

Elder Cottage

Church Farm is located on the model, with its outbuildings,
behind Elder Cottage. The original farmhouse can still be seen
at the top of Church Farm Court. For a time it was owned by the
Reddy family who owned butchers shops in the Top and Lower
Villages. They were in business from 1863 until the 1960s.

St Peter’s Church
The Black Horse

The people you can see in the picture above have been waiting
decades to get inside the Black Horse in Village Road! That is because
they are part of a recently discovered model of the Lower Village!

Amazing accuracy
The Lambe family, who live very near the Black Horse, found this
large and accurate piece of history in the roof of their garage.
Research has found it to be the work of Tony Warren of Appletree
Cottage and his friend Graham Lumby of Hunters Lodge next door,
who at the age of 14, in the 1970s, decided to make a historical
model of their neighbourhood. Tony lived in the house where it was
to be rediscovered forty years later. The detail and accuracy of the
buildings is amazing and it covers the Village Road from School Hill
up to Roscote Close. They used old maps and photos and
interviewed numerous local residents, including Canon Kenneth
Lee, an acknowledged expert on the history of Heswall.
The Black Horse at one time was called Heswall Hotel, which
boasted a smart tea room and 13 residential rooms. In 1910 the
licensee was Mr Leeman. It is thought to have been built in 1870s.

St Peter’s Church, on the model seems to be a copy of the previous
church which was damaged by a storm in 1875 and rebuilt in
1879. The first church was built on the site in the 14th century and
remained until 1737, when most of it was replaced. Only the tower
remained from the original. Mark Coxon was the Rector responsible
for building the present church, at a cost of between £3,000 and
£4,000. Rev Coxon was loved by his parishioners and was Rector
for forty years. He died on 30th November 1879 only a couple of
months after the new church was dedicated. A copy of the London
News, Liverpool News, a shilling, a sixpence, a threepenny bit, a
penny and a half-penny were buried under a stone of the building.
Next to the church, surrounded by gardens, is the old Rectory.
This was replaced by the current building which was dedicated on
26th June 1965 when Rev. Canon Kenneth Lee was Rector. He
was very interested in local history and wrote a comprehensive
history of the church. The old Rectory was valued at £18 8s 4d
in 1850.
The tithe barn in the rectory garden can be seen in full on the
model. The barn was reduced in size in 1960s, for the road to
be widened.

Elder Cottage
Elder Cottage, the first school in Heswall, was demolished in 1954
for the road to be widened and is brought back to life on the model.
Situated opposite the Black Horse, it was built in the 1680s, at
about the time when William III stayed at Gayton Hall en-route to
the Battle of the Boyne, in Ireland. There were sixty pupils at the
school in 1847. The school was replaced in 1872 by the Church
School building in School Hill, now called Richmond Hall. The land
was donated by Brigadier General Sir William Bromley Davenport,
who was the patron of the living at Heswall. It was a free school,
initially for sixty pupils but by 1894 there were two hundred and
thirty children. The school remained in School Hill until the St Peter’s
Primary School was opened, on Thurstaston Road, in 1961.
Attached to Elder Cottage on the model, and still standing today,
is the former children’s church, built in 1840. In addition it has
been a library and Parish Office but now is owned privately. In 1955
it was restored in memory of E. Mellor.
In front of this building, the drinking fountain can be seen, complete
with its metal cup on a chain. This was popular with the children of
the village but not their parents, who thought it unhygienic!
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St Peter’s Church

Wellwood Cottage
On the other side of the road to the church stands Wellwood Cottage, not to be confused with Wellwood House, which is out of the
area covered by the model.
Wellwood Cottage was where the off-licence now stands. It was
the home of the Griffiths family for many years and David Griffiths,
born in 1872, was a sexton of St Peters.
The next shops, up to Steppe House, were built after the Second
World War, which is why they are not shown on the model. Steppe
House and its adjoining neighbour were built in mid-1920s and do
not feature either.

Post Office
The first building on the model after this is the single storey building
surrounded by steps and railings. This was purpose built as a Post
Office by the Smallwood family in 1899. The Post Office in Heswall
Village, as the Lower Village was named, was opened next door
but one in Smallwood’s bakery, now a hairdressers. They were
prevented from continuing this practice because the authorities
would not allow the Post Office to be in the same premises as a
bakery. The blocked up window on the end of the old bakery,
where the sacks of flour were hoisted up, can still be seen today.
Miss Jane Smallwood was the Postmistress with her sister. The
telegraph boys, with their distinctive navy blue hats piped in red,
are remembered as adding glamour to the village as they sped
around on their bicycles with important telegrams in their leather
pouches.
Later the Post Office moved to the shop between its old site and
the bakery and it remained there for several decades until its recent
and much regretted closure. Mounted on the front of the building
was the face plate from the Victorian post box, until it was stolen in
the 1990s.
Halls had a garage behind these buildings before they moved to
their present site in the 1950s and a cobbler called Keegan was in
the centre shop.

Cottages
Two cottages are the next on the model, which are still there, one
of which could have been the home of a Mr Davies who ran a cab
hire business. The next part of the road is bare on the model but
was a market garden run by the Newbrook family; part of which is
now Tithe Barn Close.
The next group of cottages on the model is still there. However,
the centre one is depicted as a shop, originally established as a
bakery in the 19th century by the Broster family. When Mr Broster
died, Mrs Harriet Broster carried on the business until the 1930s.
Latterly the baker on the opposite side of the road baked the bread
and her shop was renowned for its row of biscuit tins. Mrs Broster
was memorable for always being clean and smart, with her white

hair in a bun. She always wore black, probably because she had
lost two sons in the First World War, within a year of each other.
Another Broster son drove the delivery cart, a high roofed cart with
two doors at the back and the Broster name in gold lettering on the
side. The shop became Calverleys the grocers between
1940-1960.

Roscote
Beyond these cottages the grounds of the Roscote began. This was
where the Brocklebank family of shipping fame resided and now is
called Roscote Close.
On the other side of Village Road the model begins with a shop,
a newsagent called Burke. Mr Burke was said to be a hard
taskmaster to his paper boys. His daughter worked in the shop.
The Old Smithy run by the Barlow family was behind this group
of buildings and is brought back to life on the model.

Lydiate Farm

Lydiate
Lydiate Farm or Totty’s Farm is on the corner of the Lydiate, and
was owned by the Totty family. Henry Totty, in his diary, has given
us a clear picture of life in Lower Heswall during the last quarter of
the 19th century. All the barns and outhouses can be seen on the
model and it is only a few years since some of these were renovated
and converted into apartments. The room in the main farmhouse
which faces the Lydiate is portrayed as a bank on the model,
presumably a visiting bank, which used the farmhouse each week.
Cottages and farm buildings are to be seen in the Lydiate.
The shop at the top of the Lydiate, currently known as The Village
Shop, has been one for over a century (see front cover image). It
was owned by John Pennington and known as Heswall Stores. He
gave all the children in the school an orange on Maundy Thursday
and a chocolate when they came into the shop. He had a magical
trick of turning a piece of white paper into a cone for sweets. He
was also known as ‘snatchem’ as he would always take the
money before giving the children their sweets. This shop was once
semi-detached as depicted on the model. A cake shop called
Youd’s and later Athertons, occupied the other half, and was noted
for its light sponge cakes and crisp doughnuts. Athertons later had
a shop in Castle Buildings in the Top Village.
On Whit Weekend 1941 this half of the building was destroyed by
a bomb. A chemist now occupies the site. The next buildings on the
model are three three-storey houses which were called respectively,
The Rookery, The Laurels and Whitby House. The bomb which was
dropped destroyed these houses and killed Mr and Mrs Shone and
their daughter, who lived in Whitby House. Hall’s Garage (now the
Lower Village Garage) moved into the site from its original location
in the yard behind the bakery opposite, after the remains of the
houses were demolished.

Rectory

Brosters Bakery

Now we return to the Rectory completing the area covered by the
model of the Lower Village. It would be fitting to find a permanent
home for this important piece of local history and our thanks go to
these enterprising teenagers for leaving us this legacy and to the
Lambe family for exhibiting it.
If anyone has further anecdotes to add we would love to hear
from you.
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We love lawns. We love teasing their great qualities out to the open, sprucing up
your green spaces with a passion that goes beyond the call of duty...
The LawnHopper story began in 1995, when we recognised a gap in the UK
market for commercial and domestic lawn maintenance - not just the standard
kind, but a service carried out with real, professional flair. Our customers took to
us right away; recommendations started flooding in, as more people saw that we
deliver on our promises.
For 25 years, we’ve helped thousands of happy customers across the UK care
for their gardens. Our comprehensive lawn treatment service includes lawn
scarification and aeration, weed and moss control, seeding and fertilizing, as well
as optional extras such as lawn water conservation and grass growth regulator.

To celebrate 25 years in business, we are
offering Heswall Magazine readers

£5 off your first treatment
Quote Heswall Magazine when booking.
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Greg Dawson tells us about two old pubs in the area. The ‘Prince of
Wales’ inn, which stood in Irby Village, was a beerhouse and has
long since been demolished. ‘The Warrens’, which stands close to
Thingwall Corner, was once an alehouse and is now a private house.

This view of Irby Village in 1917 shows the ‘Prince of Wales’ inn and the two adjoining cottages.
Locals called the pub ‘The Feathers’ because of its sign, the three ostrich feathers, emblem of the
Prince of Wales (and the Welsh rugby team).

The Prince of Wales Inn
In alehouse lists of 1561 and 1600, there was a pub recorded in Irby,
kept by one Wyllyam Balle. It is known that the Ball family lived and
farmed at ‘Irby Farm’, which stands on Thingwall Road, opposite the
Irby Club. Over the years there were a number of alehouse keepers in
Irby and during the 1770s, there were two pubs in Irby Village, both run
by farmers. One, which became known as the ‘Anchor Inn’, was kept by
Nathan Fairhurst and the other was run by John Clarke at the premises
which became known as ‘Caves Farm’ (named after Irish farmer, John
McCave). After John Clarke’s alehouse closed in the 1780s, the ‘Anchor
Inn’ was the only pub in Irby until the ‘Prince of Wales’ opened its doors
in the 1850s.
In 1851, there were 29 houses in Irby and the population was 180.
During the 1850s, the Irby Village blacksmith, James Dean, moved out
of his house and smithy which he rented from J.R. Shaw of ‘Arrowe
Hall’. Liverpool-born Townley Medcalf and family moved into the former
smithy from ‘Millers Cottage’ in Thingwall and converted part of the
building into an inn which they called the ‘Queen Victoria’, but the
name was soon changed to the ‘Prince of Wales’. Townley Medcalf also
worked as a watch finisher, which meant that he assembled watches
from bought-in parts, while his son, Townley junior, ran an eight acre
smallholding from the premises. Although the ‘Prince of Wales’ was an
inn, it was recorded as a beerhouse, because, unlike the nearby
‘Anchor Inn’, it did not have a license to sell spirits. The Medcalfs ran
the beerhouse through the 1860s, but during the 1870s William
Lawton became tenant. By the 1890s, the ‘Prince of Wales’ had
changed hands again and Greasby-born John Hughes was living there
with his wife Margaret and their six kids. The 1891 book of Licensed

Premises in Cheshire tells us that the ‘Prince of Wales’ was owned by
Elizabeth Realey (a farmer of Lower Thingwall) and leased by Yates’
Castle Brewery Ltd, Manchester. There were two beds for travellers,
accommodation for supplying refreshments to 12 persons and there
was one stable with two stalls. Remarks were “Moderate house, fair
accommodation, refreshments other than drink seldom asked for”. It
appears that the ‘Prince of Wales’ was of a reasonable standard, judging
by some of the comments written about other local beerhouses. By
comparison, the comments “Old House, no accommodation except for
drinking purposes”, written about the ‘Windmill Inn’ in Thingwall and the
‘Ship Inn’ in Heswall, made them both sound like traditional Victorian
‘spit and sawdust’ bars.
By 1901, the ‘Prince of Wales’ was tenanted by 69-year-old William
Jackson, assisted by his Barnston-born daughter-in-law Frances and his
28-year-old son, William junior who worked as a farm labourer. Both
William Jacksons were British subjects born in the USA. At this time, the
beerhouse was jointly owned by Elizabeth Owen and Jane Robinson,
the daughters of farmer, Ralph Robinson of ‘Thingwall Farm’, who owned
the ‘Ebenezer Arms’ in Slack Road (now Milner Road) in Heswall. In
1910, James Kieth was recorded as landlord of the ‘Prince of Wales’
but by 1914 the beerhouse had changed hands yet again and was run
by George Gibbons. As always, the beerhouse keeper was looking at
other sources of income to make ends meet and in 1917 the ‘Prince
of Wales’ advertised good stabling and also sold teas. In 1918, the
licensee was prosecuted and fined £10 for illegally selling beer and stout
from a horse and cart to men working on the construction of Crosshill
Reservoir in Thingwall. He could have caused every site foreman’s
nightmare. The last tenants of the ‘Prince of Wales’ were the Peers family
who ran the beerhouse until about 1921, when the licence was lost.
During the 1920s, Phylis Tudor ran a shop from the cottage adjoining
the former pub and Eleanor Stevens lived next door and ran tea rooms.
Eleanor’s husband Dennis was the signalman at Thurstaston Railway
Station. During the 1930s, the cottages were private residences. When
the Second World War started in 1939, the empty ‘Prince of Wales’ inn
was earmarked by the Irby Home Guard and became their headquarters.
Also during the War, the ‘Anchor Inn’ was sold to Birkenhead Brewery
for £12,000 on Wednesday, June 12th 1940. Nelly Cross was the last
member of her husband’s family to live in the ‘Anchor’ which had been
in the family since 1789. Over the years it had been occupied by the
Howard, Rowland, Ellis and Cross families, who were all related.

The Irby Home Guard pictured during the war, outside their headquarters, the ‘Prince of Wales’ inn.

Irby Village in about 1950. To the right of the picture is
the old ‘Prince of Wales’ inn, awaiting demolition.
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After the war, the ‘Prince of Wales’ stood derelict for some time
before being demolished in the early 1950s. For many years now the
site of the old beerhouse has been covered by a patch of trees known
locally as ‘The Copse’, situated between the Post Office and the Village
Car Park. In 1995, Irby became a village of two pubs again when the
shippon (a building were cows are milked) of ‘Irby Farm’, was re-built as
the ‘Shippons Inn’.

Home Computer Tutor
Novices and mature
learners encouraged

‘The Warrens’ in the 1960s. The Warrens Medical Centre is now built on the land behind, partly
on one of Daniel Sparke’s crofts, but mostly on a large field called the ‘Rabbit Warren’.

The Warrens
In Saxon and Norman times, the Manor of Landican included Woodchurch
and Arrowe; in later years they all became separate Manors. The old
sandstone farmhouse known as ‘The Warrens’, which stands at the
junction of Thingwall Road East and Pensby Road, became the only pub
the ancient Township of Arrowe ever had. It was probably built in the
1600s and the sale of this property (which concerned three parties) is
recorded in an old document, details of which are as follows: in 1717,
a deed of sale was drawn up between Lord Ashbarnham and his wife
Lady Henrietta Maria Ashbarnham, the surviving daughter of William
George Richard Stanley, the late 9th Earl of Derby and the trustees of her
marriage on the one part, Francis Brace, Gentleman, Charles Barnard,
Gentleman, Morgan Mathews and James MacBarney on the 2nd part and
Thomas Goldson on the 3rd part. “All that cottage, tenement with etc. in
Arrowe (called in original Arwall) contained by estimate two acres, large
measure.” It was then mortgaged by Thomas Goldson to Mary Orange, a
widow from Chester, for £30 and they became joint owners.
The property changed hands several times before being purchased
by Daniel Sparke in 1745 when it was recorded as “Goldsons Tenement
and fields called Big Croft, Little Croft and Long Croft, three acres, large”.
(Large acres, meant Cheshire acres which were a larger land measurement
than the standard acre.) Above the big window is a date-stone inscribed,
S.D.E. 1750. The initials stand for Sparke, Daniel and Elizabeth and
the date records the year that Daniel Sparke and his wife Elizabeth had
their farmhouse and adjoining barn completely renovated or rebuilt. The
building work was more than likely carried out by local stonemason and
farmer, Richard Whaley, of Whaley Lane. The Arrowe land tax register
records Daniel Sparke paying five shillings and five pence (27p) a year
tax for his farm and land. In 1755, Daniel opened an alehouse, probably
in his adjoining barn. Although the alehouse would have been in a good
position for passing trade, it is difficult to imagine it being busy in those
days of small sleepy villages, where everybody was short of money. But,
like all other alehouse keepers, Daniel had other means of feeding his
family as he was also a shoemaker and farmer. I don’t know how long
Daniel and Elizabeth ran the alehouse; the next list of alehouse keepers
I have is for 1767 and he is not recorded.
Daniel and Elizabeth sold their farmhouse and land in 1789, to Ralph
Yoxon, Yeoman of Stanney, for £300. It remained in the Yoxon family
for over 60 years and was recorded as ‘Late Sparkes’, before being
bought by John Ralph Nicholson Shaw of ‘Arrowe Hall’, who owned
the Township of Arrowe. It was then called ‘The Warrens’ and became
a farmhouse belonging to the Arrowe Estate which was sold to Baron
Leverhulme of Bolton-le-Moors in 1917. The last tenant farmers at ‘The
Warrens’ were Tom, Harry and Joe Oxton from Storeton, who became
friends of my Dad. When the Great War started, Joe Oxton wanted to
do his bit. His love of horses led him to travel to Wrexham and join the
cavalry regiment, Denbighshire Hussars Yeomanry. Joe served in Egypt
and France and after the War, he came home and carried on farming. In
1927, the Second Viscount Leverhulme sold the 425 acre Arrowe Park,
which included ‘The Warrens’, to Birkenhead Corporation and in the
following year, the Oxton brothers left. Over the years, the old farmhouse
became the home of various Arrowe Park employees, including the
Smith and Munro families, the last being the Scott family, before it
was eventually sold off as a private house.
Daniel Sparke died in Liverpool aged 72. He and Elizabeth ran the
only alehouse ever recorded in the ancient Township of Arrowe, which
was broken up in 1927. However, on 22nd April 1994, I watched
‘Cherry Cottage’ in Arrowe Park being knocked down. It was built in
1810 by former Lord Mayor of Liverpool and slave ship owner, John
Shaw. The site was cleared and the ‘Cherry Orchard’ was built,
becoming only the second pub to open within the original boundaries
of the Township of Arrowe.

PC, laptop or tablet
(including iPad)
One-to-one lessons
in your own home
Gift vouchers – a perfect
gift for grandparents

Sue Freeman
0151 648 2955
info@computertutor.biz

TONY’S
BARBER
SHOP
EST. 1970

Due to COVID-19 and
government advice, we
are currently closed.

We will be back stronger
than ever when we are
allowed to reopen.
We hope that you stay
safe and look forward to
welcoming you back soon.
Tony’s Barbers shop supports
the charity Checkemlads.

242A Telegraph Road, Heswall CH60 7SG

USUALLY OPEN TUESDAY – SATURDAY
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BOWEN THERAPY
93%

OF PEOPLE
SURVEYED
BENEFITED
FROM BOWEN
THERAPY

PAIN – INJURY – SPORTS
STRESS – MOTHER & BABY
The Bowen Technique is gentle, subtle and relaxing hands-on treatment.
It is not a form of massage – there is no manipulation or adjustment of hard tissue.

Bowen Therapy is safe for people of all ages and promotes
healing, pain relief and recovery of energy.
The practitioner uses thumbs and fingers to perform unique sets
of rolling type moves to stimulate the muscles and soft tissue of
the body. The treatment is very gentle, subtle and relaxing and is
not a form of massage. It is carried out through light clothing and
is safe for anyone from birth onwards.
Three or four treatments at weekly intervals are usually sufficient
to achieve lasting relief from even long standing pain.

Treatment costs £50 for an individual session
or £120 in advance for a series of three

Nicholas Tobin B.Sc Cert. ECBS MBTPA
www.wirralbowentherapy.co.uk
51 Sandham Grove, Barnston CH60 1XN • Tel: 0749 659 6969
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Smuggling on the Dee Coast of Wirral
By Greg Dawson

Gayton Gutter at Heswall Shore (near Sheldrakes) where the smugglers usually landed their contraband. Before the silting up and
spread of the marsh, this was the main navigation channel which hugged the Wirral coast all the way to Chester.

During the Middle Ages, the River Dee at Chester became seriously
silted up, making it difficult for ships to reach the city. Because ships
were being built progressively bigger, they were forced to anchor in
deeper waters at small ports further and further away from the city, first
at Shotwick, then Burton, Denhall and Neston. Eventually, by the late
1600s, much of Chester’s shipping was handled at Parkgate, a lesser
amount at the small port of Dawpool near Thurstaston and very
occasionally at Gayton and Heswall. At these anchorages merchant
ships had part of their cargo offloaded onto smaller craft to make
it easier for them to navigate down to Chester. During a period of
low tides, sometimes all cargo and passengers were offloaded and
transported to Chester either aboard smaller boats or by road. While
vessels were anchored at various places in Chester Water, as the Dee
Estuary was then known, smugglers were given a golden opportunity to
get contraband ashore. The small band of customs men had the whole
Dee coastal area, as well as ships anchored in the river to search. The
Dawpool customs riding officer, based at a watchhouse below Thurstaston
cliffs, patrolled the area on horesback. One of the Parkgate customs
men was also a mounted officer and he patrolled as far as Shotwick.
Manx customs duties were extremely low, virtually duty-free. Contraband
was run over to the Dee Estuary in small fast boats and landed on the
Wirral shore or North Wales. This went on until 1765 when the British
Government bought the Isle of Man from Lord Stanley, Earl of Derby,
for £70,000 and put a stop to wholesale smuggling. Most goods were
then run over from Port Rush in Ireland, or came hidden aboard cargo
ships and packet boats which carried passengers and cargo. There were
two types of smugglers: sea smugglers who brought goods in by sea
and land smugglers, often well armed, who operated in gangs large and
small, transporting goods inland. Land smugglers were ordinary tradesmen during the day, who arranged to come together on certain nights
when goods were landed on the coast. Sometimes children carried
messages with secret meanings. The password for an intended landing
of smuggled goods on Heswall Shore was “the ghost walks tonight”,
so if anybody not “in the know” overheard, they might be scared to go
out that night. Ghost stories were encouraged to scare people away
from remote and lonely areas where the smugglers operated. Years ago
ghosts were called ‘buggens’ and Parkgate smugglers ran goods into
Neston along the dark and haunted Buggen Lane.
Smuggled goods were usually rowed ashore near Manners Lane where
the riverbank curves in slightly. Most landings of contraband were small,
but by all accounts a nice little earner for small gangs. Now and again
there was a large operation, set up and run by bigwigs. When the coast
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was clear, a man stood well back on Wittering Bank (out of sight of
Parkgate Custom House and Dawpool Watch House) flashed a lantern
and the goods would be landed on Heswall Shore. The contraband was
rarely taken straight from the shore to an inn, farm or cottage for fear
of customs men watching or following. Local smugglers usually followed
the bushy course of the little brook called the Scarbrook, up from the
Dee and into the rugged dales where Bush Way is now. The goods were
then hidden overnight in the Dales, or taken along Pipers Lane to the
Dungeons. Sometimes packhorses were used to carry stuff, particularly
spirits which often came in four gallon kegs. Next morning, farmers,
who were friends and relations of the smugglers, drove sheep and
cattle down the paths and lanes to obliterate any trace of the smugglers’
“run”. Their best hideout was a cave, concealed by bushes, in a little
dale near Thurstaston Road. The cave was made by the smugglers, cut
out of a solid rock outcrop and big enough to hide goods and a small
light dinghy.
Old locals reckoned nearly everybody around Heswall was “in the
know” about smuggling and kept an eye out for patrolling customs men.
The customs officers were seen as the enemy, trying to stop poor locals
getting a cheap drink or smoke and a wall of silence greeted them in
the villages, hamlets and lanes. Nobody spoke about what was heard,
seen or found. Children at play in the Dales and woods in and around
Heswall, saw and knew nothing. As the ‘Smugglers Poem ‘says:
“Running round the woodlump if you chance to find, Little barrels roped
and tarred all full of brandy wine; Don’t you shout to come and look
or take ’em for your play, put the brushwood back again, and they’ll
be gone next day.” After being hidden overnight, the contraband was
moved to safer places at local inns or farms, sometimes during the day
under cartloads of logs, turnips, hay or sheaves of corn etc. Some of the
goods hidden in the Dungeons could well have been taken to be stored
in the secure smugglers den under ‘Rookery Farm’ (now the Irby Club).
After a successful ‘run’, old people and the poor might find a pouch of
tobacco, or a bar of soap or something on their doorsteps, or be treated
to a drop of smuggled liquor in the local, a day or two later. Most luxury
goods, silk and linen etc., along with good wines and brandy went to the
local gentry. Geneva, rum, whiskey and tobacco was readily bought by
inn and alehouse keepers. Even the clergy were believed to be involved.
In the heyday of smuggling during the 1700s and early 1800s, village
populations were small, but it is surprising how many mariners lived in
our local villages and how many of their wills survive. My ancestor Simon
Dawson of Irby died aboard ship in 1725 and left all his possessions to
Nathaniel his “natural and lawful brother”. In 1737 only seven births

were recorded in Heswall-cum-Oldfield and Gayton. Three babies were
born to mariners’ wives and one each to the wives of a ship’s carpenter,
blacksmith and a yeoman farmer. The seventh child was born to a
Heswall widow and is recorded as being “the reputed daughter of
David Burke of the Kingdom of Ireland”. David Burke could have been
a mariner. It just shows how important the sea was to the villagers
of Heswall when the fathers of over half the babies born earned their
living on ships. Over 40 years later, villages had hardly grown; land
tax records list 30 properties in Heswall and only 12 in Gayton. In the
close-knit communities around Parkgate, Heswall, Gayton and Thurstaston,
all alehouse keepers, innkeepers, boatmen, mariners, farmers and
fishermen knew one another. Many families were also interrelated. This
fact is illustrated in the will, dated 1779, of farmer Martha Totty, nee
Simmons, widow of Heswall mariner John Totty. Apart from her small
farm in Heswall, two cows, money and personal effects, she left a 32nd
part (or ‘share’), in a brig called the ‘Active’, to her granddaughters
Mary and Elizabeth Wilkinson. Amongst other names mentioned in her
will were her nephew Thomas Simmons, Master of the Active and her
son-in-laws John Parr (a Parkgate mariner) and John Nield (a Parkgate
ship’s master). The Active was a regular on the Parkgate to Dublin run,
returning with various cargoes and was also known to have sailed to
ports as far away as Marseilles in France. Martha Totty having a one
32nd share (3%) in the 130 ton vessel Active was not unusual. Chester
and Parkgate ships were often owned by a consortium of relatives and
friends who could not afford to own a vessel themselves. On the black
side, if the ship sank the loss was shared; on the bright side, especially
with the ship’s master being one of the family, these business partners
were in a position to make money, one way or another.
An old story which I researched 20 years ago, tells of armed customs
and excise men having been tipped off about the smugglers cave and
lying in wait for them to arrive with their contraband from a landing
on Heswall Shore. There were already some smugglers wives waiting
outside the cave with food and drink for their men. One version of the
story is that customs men heard the women talking and thought that
the men were inside the cave sorting stuff out, so they crept up, shot
the women and rushed the cave. Over 30 years ago, Kath Carruthers,
an old Heswall resident, recorded a version of this story which had been
passed down through her family by her ancestor Henry Totty, Captain
of the Parkgate ship ‘Murray’. Although the story is quite strong, I could
find no written proof of this incident, which would have been documented
somewhere if people were killed. However, I would say that some kind
of encounter between smugglers and/or their women and customs men,
must have taken place, but nothing so serious. The women might have
seen or heard the customs men creeping up as their men approached
the cave and screamed a warning – shots were fired, perhaps by both
sides. The old flintlock pistols were only accurate at close range and
only one or two shots would have been fired before everyone scattered
across Heswall Dales. Maybe one woman was slightly wounded and
when she eventually died, years later, of some other cause, people
would say that she never got over being shot by the customs men. As
the story was told and retold and exaggerated over the years: ‘four or
five women being shot at’ became ‘half a dozen women shot dead’.
It is said that customs and excise only recovered a fraction of smuggled
goods. Judging by the amount of contraband that was recovered, there
must have been a fair amount of smuggling going on in and around
Chester and along the West Wirral coast, involving people from all walks
of life. For example, an extract from a letter written in the early 1700s
by Sir Henry Bunbury, MP for Chester, to Sir Richard Middleton, MP
for Denbigh, records the following reference to organised smuggling:
“Colonel Manley says he has above two hogsheads of your wine that
I have paid for so I hope you will think of leaving orders how it may be
got by degrees when you are gone. We have had the divil to pay here
on Monday morning. They seized 26 dozen at Park Gate, five of which
are myne. Besides that the Lord knows how many pieces of Indian
silk and Indian calico that the Irish ladies were running to make them
fine at London this winter so now theyl be confined to their lodgings. I
cannot get Mr. Vaughan’s wine yet out of the Custom House if it were
to save my life.” These members of Parliament were pillars of society,
already wealthy, but still they wanted to swindle more. Some things
never change.
One court case heard at the Quarter Sessions in 1757 concerns
smuggled soap aboard a ship called the ‘Chester Paquet’ which had
arrived at Parkgate from Dublin. Customs men William Briscoe of
Parkgate and William Saunders of Chester and others found 46 dozen
parcels of soap concealed in the ship’s ballast. The soap was taken

The ‘Smugglers Cave’ lit up inside. The doorway is 5ft 9in high and 2ft 6in wide leading
into an oval-shaped room measuring 8ft 6in wide, 9ft 7in long and 6ft 1in high.

ashore, loaded into a cart and taken to Parkgate Custom House. As the
customs men were unloading the soap, six or seven men came up –
one had a whip and another a stick. They lashed the horses and drove
the cart away with William Briscoe still in it. The customs men managed
to stop the cart after a short chase and arrested the man with the stick.
He was identified as John Lucas of Parkgate, a mariner aboard the
Chester Paquet. Lucas was prosecuted, but the others involved
escaped. More than likely the other men involved were shipmates of
Lucas and considering the amount of soap involved, the ship’s master,
John McCullough of Parkgate, must have known about it.
Recovered contraband was locked up in Parkgate Custom House, but
it wasn’t always safe there. In 1763, Mary Fletcher of Parkgate was
charged with stealing a number of silver ingots and a box of gold from
the Custom House. Quite a number of sales of smuggled goods seized
by customs men are recorded in old Chester newspapers. For example,
Adam’s Weekly Courant dated 3rd March 1767, records the following:
“To be sold, by order of the honourable commissioners of his Majesties
Customs at the Custom House, Chester on Friday 6th of this said month
March at four o’clock in the afternoon in several lots. One hundred
and fourty four gallons of brandy, thirty nine gallons of rum, twenty five
pounds of tea and one pound of coffee. And on Monday 9th at the
Custom house, Parkgate at 12 noon, thirty four gallons of brandy and
five gallons of rum, in several lots publicly to the highest bidder.
Samples may be seen at these places in the meantime.” Also in the
Courant the following year in December 1768: “To be sold at Chester
Custom House, three gallons of brandy, three gallons of rum, two and
a half pounds of coffee and 12 and a half gallons of Geneva. At the
Custom House, Parkgate on Friday 30th of this said month December
at twelve of the clock noon, publicly to the highest bidder, sixty three
gallons of brandy, ten and a half gallons of Geneva, twenty and a half
gallons of rum, two and a half gallons of whiskey, eighteen and a half
bundles of printed paper, one hundred and ten yards of Irish printed
linen, in remnants, twenty yards of printed muslin, five hundred and
thirty three yards of Irish poplin. The printed muslin and poplin are to
be sold for exportation.”
As James Stonehouse, a Liverpool shipowner’s son born off Church
Street in 1769, wrote: “Wirral up until the middle of the 18th century
was a desperate region. The inhabitants were nearly all wreckers or
smugglers. They ostensibly carried on the trade or calling of fishermen,
farm labourers and small farmers.” He went on: “Fine times the
runners used to have in my younger days. Scarcely a house in North
Wirral that could not provide a guest with a good stiff glass of brandy
or Hollands [gin].”
Sadly, as time went on, Wirral’s ports were destroyed by silt. The
destruction was greatly speeded up when in 1737, a channel called
the ‘New Cut’ was dug from Chester to deeper waters near Flint in
an attempt to enable shipping to reach Chester again. This seriously
altered the natural flow of the river, causing silt to back up on the Wirral
shore and by the 1790s the situation was critical. The customs officers’
Watch House at Dawpool closed in 1793 and the little port was dead
by the early 1800s. Parkgate’s days as a port were also numbered. By
1815 the anchorage became too shallow for the Dublin packet boats to
provide a reliable ferry and freight service, so they were transferred to
Liverpool. What was left of Chester’s shipping used Flint, Connah’s
Quay, Saltney and other Welsh ports along the New Cut. Apart from
small vessels and fishing boats, shipping was forced to abandon
Parkgate and sadly for the locals of Parkgate, Heswall and Thurstaston
areas, smuggling became a thing of the past.
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Car dealers who care
If you’re selling a car or buying a car, check out all
we can offer you now, then contact us. The chances
are we have exactly what you’re looking for.
If you’re looking for an MOT, servicing or repairs,
look no further. We’ll even collect your car and drop it off for you later!

Give us a call on 0151 648 5488
9 Mill Hill Road, Irby, Wirral CH61 4UB

Visit our new website
www.irbymotor.co.uk

Maid To The Wirral
Domestic and Commercial Cleaners

Maid To The Wirral has taken the decision to strictly
follow government guidelines and return to work from
1st June. We will continue to use our PPE and adhere
to the social distancing guidelines whenever
on the premises.
• Office cleans
• End of Tenancy
• Home renovations
• Weekly/Bi-weely/Monthly
For further details please contact
Amanda 07447946891 or Jenny 07999249186

Maid To The Wirral

@maidtothewirral

We are back open for takeaway and
collections from Monday 25th May
Open 11am - 4pm Monday - Saturday at 23 Milner Road, Heswall.

Full meal prep menu, hot drinks, shakes, bars & supplements will be available to collect with your order.
Bulk order meal prep to be placed by 3pm for next day collection.
Breakfast and everything else will be available in the coming weeks

Place your orders through facebook, instagram or via email at telisland@hotmail.com
with your order, name, address and bacs payment screenshot or phone 0151 306 3262.
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Heswall Boys Camp
By Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald
The rapid growth and industrialisation of Liverpool at the beginning
of the 19th century led to an increasing need to provide institutions
to cater for the needs of poor, sick or delinquent children, away from
the overcrowding and pollution of the city. The clean sea air, the ready
availability of land with outstanding views, and the railway links made
Heswall a natural location, as evidenced by the establishment of the
Royal Liverpool Children’s Hospital in 1910, Cleaver Sanatorium in
1902 and the girls orphanage in the Castle in 1906. In 1904 the
Liverpool Juvenile Reformatory Association started to construct an
onshore holiday camp for the residents of its four nautical schools.
The Association was established in 1855 to manage schools to train
boys and young men to become fit for service in the navy. The holiday
camp was designed in 1903 by the Liverpool architects Messers
Pain and Blease, and William Fleming of Liverpool Road, Neston was
employed to “create a dwelling house together with sheds to use as a
mess room and dormitory and latrine accommodation.” The camp was
established in Broad Lane adjacent to the Hooton and West Kirby
Railway which had been opened in 1885. Apart from a few fishermen’s
cottages in Banks Road the area was completely undeveloped farm land.
The Association owned two training ships permanently moored on
the Mersey. The Akbar, purchased from the Royal Navy in 1862 was a
Protestant reformatory catering for young male offenders, runaways and
orphans, and the Clarence purchased in 1884 served the same purpose
for Catholic boys and men. The Clarence was destroyed by fire in 1899
and moved onshore. Life on board the remaining ship, the Akbar, was
tough, especially as the ship was nearing the end of its life. It had to
be hastily abandoned in the autumn of 1907 on safety grounds. The
Boys Camp in Broad Lane was taken over as a temporary, but hardly
adequate, home until the Heswall Nautical Training School could move
into purpose-built accommodation higher on the Heswall Dales in April
1909, where it remained until closure in 1956. The Heswall Boys Camp
then reverted back to its original role as a holiday camp.
In around 1928 the Liverpool Reformatory Association sold the camp
to the non-denominational Liverpool Asylum for Orphan Boys and the
Liverpool Orphan Association, located in Myrtle Street, Liverpool for
£2254. It seems that the orphanage only owned the camp for about
six years, as it was sold to the Liverpool Boys Association in 1934 for
£1900. Most of this money was raised by each member of the
committee paying £100 towards the cost of the camp. In January
1936 the amount of land was more than doubled following the
purchase of the neighbouring adjacent field with area of over 6 acres
for £1500 from Mr. McGraph of Dale Farm.
More than 50 youth clubs were affiliated to the Liverpool Boys Association
and made regular use of the camp from the late 1930s to the 1960s.
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The Heswall Camp was used greatly by the boys belonging to the
Florence Institute. Affectionately known as the ‘Florrie’, this club was
established by Sir Bernard Hall, a mayor of Liverpool, in 1890 as a
memorial to his daughter Florence who had died suddenly in Paris in
1887. The Florence Institute opened as the nation’s first purpose-built
boys club in Mill Street, Toxteth in 1890. For a hundred years the
‘Florrie’ served the working and unemployed youth of the tough dock-side
area. Weekend camps were held at Heswall, reached by a 6d ferry and
bus return ticket. This would usually be the furthest these deprived
children had travelled from home, and how they must have enjoyed the
football, cricket, swimming and campfires on the beach.
Another notable group who used the camp in the immediate post-war
era were the Bootle and Glasgow branches of the Brunswick Boys Club.
This Club originated from a prisoner of war camp in Germany. Its history
starts on a cold, wet morning in February 1945, when a group of allied
officers decided that something good should come out of the miserable
squalor of their existence at Oflag 27 Braunschweig (Brunswick) near
Hanover. They decided to set up a boys club after the war which would
bring a better life to disadvantaged lads. A mass meeting of the POWs
was organised in a huge attic. The chairman outlined the scheme to
them and asked for pledges of several thousand pounds to build and
run the club. It was not until a large paratrooper intervened and told a
story about his youth in the East End of London and how his boys club
had meant the world to him, that the POWs were won over by the plan.
The sum of around £11,000 was pledged and eventually honoured.

The Heswall Disabled Children’s Holiday Fund held camps at Broad
Lane from 1962 until 1984, when it transferred to Kingsmead School
Hoylake, and then in 2000 to Barnstondale Camp, Barnston where it
continues to organise an annual holiday for children with a wide range
of disabilities.
Personal accounts from these times reveal how much the boys
enjoyed the facilities of the camp where there was space to have fun,
but excellent organisation ensured that everyone was safe and kept
out of trouble. Local residents and the Rotary Club helped out at the
camp, and trips were organised to Blackpool, New Brighton, Liverpool
and Everton Football Clubs, Chester Zoo, and the Heswall Sailing Club
members took the boys out to experience sailing. The sweet shop at
the end of Broad Lane was well patronised and special mention is
made of the Sundial Cafe (pictured in our last article), where locals
would congregate at one end and the boys at the other – one wonders
how many romances started in this way?
During the 1960s the use of the camp by non-affiliated groups, mainly
from the Merseyside area, started to increase. Groups from Continental
Europe were also regular visitors. More emphasis was placed on making
the camp a competitive business appealing to a wider client base who
were attracted by the facilities available for residential training courses.
In the 1970s considerable improvements were made to the facilities.
With grants from the English Tourist Board and the Tommy Handley Trust
a new sports complex was constructed which included a new indoor
swimming pool to replace the former outdoor pool. Improvements to
the camp included the provision of female toilets so the camp was no
longer just a “Boys Camp” but it continued to be known by that name.
The railway past the camp had closed in 1963 and in 1973 the first
country park in Britain opened along the route of the former railway.
Scouts based at the Boys Camp helped to lift the old railway sleepers
and carried out other projects to support the Boys Camp. In 1977 a
further extension was made to the site. The first reference to the very
active Friends Group was in 1971 under the Chairmanship of Mr. James
Rushworth and also Mr. Phillip Matthews. The swimming pool was made

available to local people and the sports hall was used by a local
badminton group. The sports field was used for a public charity bonfire
and fireworks display organised by the Heswall Round Table which
attracted a large number of people.
In the late 1980s the Merseyside Youth Association, which had been
formed in 1969 by a merger between the Liverpool Boys Association
and the Liverpool Union of Youth Clubs, was experiencing financial
difficulties and resorted to disposing of both Barnstondale and Heswall
camps. Barnstondale, a recreational centre since the early 1900s had
been set up as a holiday centre by the Liverpool Union of Mixed Clubs
in 1948 and was acquired by Merseyside Youth Association in 1970.
It was rescued by a generous benefactor, Mrs Shirley Thurman, and is
now an independent charitable organisation. The Heswall Boys Camp
was less fortunate. There were attempts to raise funds locally in 1991
to convert the camp into a leisure centre, which were unsuccessful.
The camp was last used in about 1991. The Heswall Boys Camp had
provided an enjoyable holiday environment for young people for almost
90 years.

Swimming pool and sports hall before demolition

In 1993 planning permission was granted for the original buildings to
be demolished and for a health rehabilitation centre to be built. The site
was heavily vandalised. For many years the derelict site was an eyesore
when viewed from the Wirral Way, and the Heswall Society successfully
campaigned for the remains to be cleared, whilst opposing a number
of projects which included any development on the site of the derelict
sports hall. It was not until 2007 that the site was finally redeveloped
by Regency Hospitals to provide specialist health care.
The authors have based this article on A History of The Boys Camp,
Broad Lane Heswall, researched by Darren Rushton and funded by
‘Awards for All’, published by the Heswall Society in 2007. We would
also like to thank and acknowledge all those who contributed to the
2007 history, and to Dennis Clegg for providing the photographs.
Article prepared by Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane
(roger.m.lane@btinternet.com or 0151 342 9269) on behalf of
the Heswall Society, which was established in 1953 “for the
public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Parish of Heswall”.
For more details of membership and activities please visit
theheswallsociety.org.uk or contact Diana Lane on 0151 342 6749.
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Heswall Through Time
Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane are
delighted to launch their new book
Heswall Through Time. We have drawn
upon our knowledge of the history of
Heswall and our picture archives to
produce a book showing images of old
Heswall, each accompanied by a
matching modern photograph of the
present day scene. A concise history of
Heswall and Gayton is provided in the
introduction followed by 90 pages, each
containing a pair of images covering all
areas of the two townships. Many of the
old images are published for the first
time, especially those in full colour. Each of the pairs of photos
showing the past and present is linked with an explanatory text,
providing the historical context.
This is Jenny’s second venture into publishing, having previously
written a history of Heswall Primary School from its foundation up to the
time it moved from its original location on the Puddydale. She taught
local history studies in this school, where she worked for 37 years.
With this background, and being a lifetime resident of Heswall, she
has acquired an incomparable knowledge of successive generations of
Heswall families. Roger developed a passionate interest in the history
of Heswall while researching the history of his house and previous
occupants. Trained as a PhD chemist, he enjoys applying his research
skills to this completely different field of study. Together, Jenny and
Roger have written 35 articles covering all aspects of the history of
Heswall for this magazine. We have given many talks on Heswall history
and conducted local tours.

This Old Farm House still exists in Lower Heswall – where is it?

To prepare the book we raided our collection of old picture postcards
to find the most interesting images of old Heswall. Postcards were once
an incredibly popular form of communication, enjoying their heyday
between 1900 and 1914. They were the emails of their day, due to
the reliability and frequency of postal deliveries with multiple collections
each day. Residents in Heswall would send a postcard in the morning to
friends in Birkenhead, informing them they would be visiting the same
afternoon! Many postcards were produced by developing an image
from a negative directly on to photographic card, the other side being
printed with a space for a message and the address of the recipient.
The resulting photographic quality image enabled every detail of the
people and buildings in the picture to be captured. The exceptional
clarity of these images has not deteriorated even a century later. On
some cards the black and white images were coloured by hand, a task
demanding patience and skill. We are fortunate that these cards were
so attractive that they were collected by the recipients and passed on
through generations. They now provide us with a visual record of a
long-lost previous era.

What was here?

Where are these girls sitting?
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What was this building part of?

Where was Gayton garage?

We had difficulty restricting ourselves to 90 images as there are a
huge variety of fascinating pictures of old Heswall to choose from. We
enjoy the challenge of trying to identify the exact location of a Heswall
view or building when we see an old unidentified photo for the first time.
Of course, we wished to include as many as possible of the places
about which we have written articles in this magazine, such as the
schools, hospitals, churches, shops and inns, but we also chose some
of our favourite views to show how Heswall has changed over time. In
some cases the modern views are completely unrecognisable, but in
others, for example Rocky Lane and The Mount, it seems that only the
ladies fashions have changed over a century. We have a special
interest in the valour shown by the men of Heswall in the First World
War, and we have included in the book a picture of volunteers in 1915
at Heswall Cross, many of whom were never to return to their families.
Of course, Heswall is now dominated by cars as the pictures of
Telegraph Road demonstrate only too clearly. Many of the old photos
were taken from the middle of the road, at that time just dusty tracks
with no pavements. Reproducing these views was a challenge as
modern traffic does not provide much time in which to compose a
good photograph. We were struck by the negative impact of so much
modern street furniture in the form of numerous signs and shop
advertising. We regretted the disappearance of so many attractive
old buildings, but fortunately enough still remain to provide Heswall’s
unique character and charm. Another difference we observed was the
number of trees. In the early 1900s much of Heswall was still heathland
which was grazed by sheep and cattle, preventing the growth of trees.
The development of housing with extensive tree planting in the gardens
has obscured some of the views which were originally enjoyed from the
elevated parts of Heswall.

Where was this farm?

We accompany this article with some images taken from the book for
the readers to guess where they are – the answers are in the book!
We are grateful for the generosity of people who helped us with
historical information or lent us old images. They are acknowledged
in the book. We are always seeking new information on the history of
Heswall and would appreciate being contacted with details of any
material readers would be prepared to share with us (please call
Roger Lane on 0151 342 9269 or roger.m.lane@btinternet.com).
The book can be purchased at Linghams, through the publishers,
Amberley Publishing, or through the usual online retailers.
Members of the Heswall Society are entitled to a copy at a
discount price through the Society. For more details of membership
and activities, please visit www.theheswallsociety.org.uk.

Where was this drinking fountain?

Where were these allotments?
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Heswall Welcomes Tour

Local people came out in huge numbers to welcome the 2019 OVO
Energy Tour of Britain to Wirral on September 11th.
The 174-kilometre (108-mile) stage came to Wirral to help the
peninsula’s year as the Liverpool City Region’s Borough of Culture,
showcasing the area’s history, heritage and beautiful coastlines.
Riders passed through historic Port Sunlight and through
Barnston and Gayton into Cheshire West and Chester, notably
passing the Airbus UK manufacturing facility at Broughton. The
route then returned to Wirral via Heswall, Caldy and Hoylake,
before passing through the Birkenhead Park finish line and taking
in a loop through Seacombe, Wallasey and New Brighton.
The stage was won by Dutchman Dylan Groenewegen who made it
three victories in five days as he sprinted to win the race’s first-ever
Wirral stage in Birkenhead Park. Great Britain’s Matt Walls notably
placed second, with Matteo Trentin in third. Unfortunately, local
rider and former winner Steve Cummings crashed out of the top 20
and the race on his home roads on the Wirral.
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Many businesses decorated their premises and local school
children were out in force waving banners and flags supplied by
Heswall & District Business Association (HDBA).
HDBA Chairman Stephen Atherton told Heswall Magazine: “As
Chairman of the Heswall & District Business Association, it gives
me great pride to see such a prestigious event coming through the
place most of us call home.
“The OVO Energy Tour of Britain has certainly gone a long way
in raising the profile of Heswall to the global arena and I certainly
think that more events like this should take place in our small, but
beautiful part of the world.
“I’d like to take this opportunity to say a massive ‘thank you’ to
both businesses and residents for getting involved. Whether you
dressed your shops or bicycles or just for coming out to show your
support for Heswall. It really does mean a lot!”
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Shopping in Heswall in the past
By Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane

Lower village shops in 1950s

Until fairly recent times, the number and variety of shops in Heswall
kept pace with the needs of the ever-growing population. We now live
in a very different shopping era when so many shops have closed or
been converted into restaurants or cafes, and the specialist shops
have been largely replaced by supermarkets or online buying. We have
grown dependent upon home freezers and fridges, but before these
were commonplace there was a need to shop daily for fresh produce.
The greengrocers, grocers, butchers, dairies and fresh fish shops that
could be found in abundance in Heswall have now all but disappeared,
driven out by the popularity and convenience of ‘one-stop’ shopping in
supermarkets. Only a few non-food shops have managed to survive for
50 plus years in Heswall. In this article we look back on some of the
long-lost shops from the past which are now just fond memories, with
apologies in advance for any favourites we have omitted.
The first shops in Heswall started in Village Road in the Lower Village.
As the Top Village developed following the availability of better links to
Birkenhead, Chester and Liverpool, a nucleus of shops grew up at the
crossroads where Telegraph Road and Pensby Road join.
The shops spread in all four directions from the crossroads from Poll
Hill Road to the Catholic Church in a north to south direction and from
Irby Road to the Mirror on The Mount from east to west. All the shops
on the lower part of The Mount have now closed, and mostly converted
in residential properties.
The first large supermarket started in Heswall when the Birkenhead
and District Cooperative Society built a new large two-storey shop at
the end of Castle Buildings near the crossroads in the 1950s, now the
site of the Curve. The home department was on the first floor where
the elevated car park could be accessed. Kwik Save later took over the
Coop site, and it has now become several units with Taskers occupying
most of the first floor.
Other large shops soon followed. The King’s Cinema became Lennons
supermarket and later Gateway; it has now been divided two smaller shops.
At the end of the row of cottages opposite, Woolworths opened in the
early 1960s, replacing a dairy. After Woolworths went into liquidation
in 2009, its Heswall premises were taken over by Goulds, who moved
from Castle Buildings. The first floor frontage of the remaining old
cottages can still be seen above the rest of this row of shops.
Irwins had two branches of their grocery shops in Heswall. When they
were taken over by Tesco in the 1960s they sold the branch in Deva
Buildings (the parade of shops near the Catholic Church). The remaining
branch in Pensby Road was redeveloped to become the largest
supermarket of its time in Heswall. Many readers will remember the
steep flight of steps up to the car park at the back. After the Children’s
Hospital was closed in 1985, Tesco acquired the site and in 1989 the
hospital was demolished to be redeveloped as a supermarket.
Of the few shops that have survived several decades, Gould’s initially
opened in Castle Buildings in 1936. Cains, originally known as Cheadle,
also opened in Castle Buildings in the 1950s. They still occupy the
same shop, and have recently extended, adding a shoe shop next
door. Marles, now called Ann Margaret, opened in Pensby Road, and is
another of the very few businesses which have survived the test of time.
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The first chemist in Heswall was possibly Schumackers, later called
Maitlands, on The Mount. Other chemists in Heswall over the years
have been Jones Chemists in Pensby Road, Tunley’s in Whitfield
Buildings, Ambrose Lloyd next to the King’s cinema, Ryders at the
corner of Briar Drive, Tristrams in Village Road (known by several
names since the 1960s, and now The Cooperative chemist) and
Kayes in Castle Buildings.
Many tea rooms and cafes have come and gone and include The
Spinning Wheel in Deva Buildings, Kelly’s Cafe at the crossroads,
Esthers in Pensby Road, Athertons and Petries in Castle Buildings,
Gerrards and Meakins in Telegraph Road, the Coach House in Milner
Road. Athertons also had a cafe in Village Road, which was destroyed
by a German bomb in 1941, and the Cooperative Pharmacy occupies
the site now. There has been a huge increase in the number of both
coffee shops and restaurants in Heswall, which have taken over many
of the premises previously used by shops. The thriving restaurant
culture in Heswall now is in stark contrast to the 70s, when it was
hard to find anywhere to eat in the evenings.
Bakers included Kellys, Meakins and Reids in Pensby Road and, much
earlier, Smallwoods and Brosters in Village Road. Many bakers made a
daily delivery to homes in Heswall, Banks Bakery in Pensby being one
of these.
Many greengrocers catered for the daily shop of fruit and vegetables,
and the varieties offered depended upon the seasons as there was no
air freighting of exotic or out of season produce. Readers may recall
Garners in Whitfield Buildings, Stewarts in Whitfield Lane, Rathbones
and Bowers in Pensby Road, Chapmans in Village Road, Choice,
Daynors, Summertime and Waterworths in Telegraph Road and Rileys
in Castle Buildings. This latter shop was known as the first self-service
greengrocers in Heswall.
Grocers dealing in basic provisions were numerous and included
Calverleys with branches in Whitfield buildings and Village Road, Naylors
also in Village Road, Irwins in Pensby Road and Deva Buildings, The
Maypole and Egertons in Pensby Road, and later Heals delicatessen
and The Hamper in Castle Buildings.
Children have been catered for with sweets and toys – over the years
we have seen Keighleys in Beacon Parade, Spencers in Pensby Road,
Woolworths as well as various newsagents in the area for example
Lloyds, Prescotts, Teece, Hitchens and Davenports, The Bon Bon,
Armstrong, Whites, Stevensons, Steppe House and Milligans where a
‘two for a penny’ and ‘penny’ (old money) sweet jars were the most
popular items in the shop for the youngsters.
Early in the 20th century small shops sprang up in farms and
market gardens. Examples of these were Rutters Nursery in Telegraph
Road (later Caldows), the florists All Seasons, and more recently
William and Benjamin. Rose Brae nursery (now Rosebrae Court) run
by the Martin family (and later the Smith) family sold blooms from
their gardens before becoming an Interflora florist as was the case
with All Seasons. Other florists in the last few decades include
Wirral Flowers, John Lucy, All Seasons and Earth. The White Farm
where Highfields now stands also sold vegetables, as did Newbrooks
Market Garden in Village Road.
Dairies like Thompson’s Beehive dairy now the site of Heswall Primary
school in Whitfield Lane provided Heswall folk with milk. Other dairies
included Henrys, Harkers, Ducketts, Ashfield farm, Daryl Creamery and
Griffiths. A jug or bottle of your own was all you needed to purchase
milk or cream. Herberts Dairy, previously in Downham Road South still
operates a milk delivery in Heswall from another part of Wirral. Boots on
Telegraph Road occupies the site of a past dairy.
Before the days of refrigerators, fresh meat was bought daily and
several butchers shops complete with sawdust on the floor could be
found in Heswall. They included Jones in Whitfield Buildings, Whiteheads,
Woodwards and Davies further along Pensby Road, Whitbys in Telegraph
Road and not forgetting Reddy’s, the oldest butchers, who had shops
in Pensby Road and the Lydiate. Heals and Chapmans and later
Masseys also provided meat, and now Masseys are the only remaining
independent butchers in Heswall.

Fresh fish shops were also popular and included Firths in Whitfield
Buildings, Tarbucks in Pensby Road and Ellis’s in Village Road. Early fish
and chip shops were Firths in Whitfield Buildings, Loobys and later the
Busy Bee in Milner Road (now Pisces), and Moores in Moor Lane.
Hardware shops were also much in demand, with Railtons in Pensby
Road and by the Catholic Church, Ellisons in Pensby Road, Appletons
in Telegraph Road and Charles Jones in Whitfield Buildings. HM Fox
and Sons in Telegraph Road is sadly missed for their enormous stock of
seemingly every item to be found in the hardware range.
‘Make do and mend’ kept many drapers busy in Heswall, including
The Pin Box, Daphne Davies, and the Wool Shop in Village Road.
McKenzie’s in Castle Buildings sold baby items as later did Babyneeds,
originally in Telegraph Road, but for many years on The Mount.
Shoe repairers and dry-cleaners were more in demand in 20th century
life than now and these services were provided by Brogdens, Sparks,
Holbros, Johnsons, Rob Roy, Mister Minute and Pryde.
The electricity showrooms, now the Post Office, together with
Strothers, later Rumbelows (premises now occupied by Iceland),
Charles Jones and RW Jones provided Heswall with the latest electrical
items; the latter was the shop to buy the new 45 records in the 1960s

Fashions for ladies were found in such shops as Rejaines, Olive
Escort, B A Smith, Bazaar Boutique, Ethnique, Ann Margaret, Gees,
The Mirror and many others over the decades, while Cains, Couplands,
Morris Edwards, Larry Adams, Denis Nicholls amongst others,
catered for men. Local shoe shops were Butlers, Dodsons and Tylers.
Sportswise was a local sports shop. Furniture shops included Vaughan
Needhams and TH Hawkins. Gift shops and kitchenware were provided
by Hugh Foulerton, Treen and Terracotta and Christophers.
Nowadays large supermarkets can provide most of these items,
making shopping much quicker and easier, but it has taken the
personal touch out of the shopping experience and left us with fewer
shops on the high street.

Based in Heswall, Poppies Of Wirral
has been providing high quality
cleaning services throughout the
Wirral peninsula since 1991.

•Regular Housework
•Spring & Emergency Cleaning
•Cleaning of Business Premises
•Ironing & Laundry
•Carpet Cleaning
•Upholstery Cleaning
Call NOW for a
FREE quote

Tel. 0151 342 9780
Email. wirral@poppies.co.uk
Web. poppiesofwirral.co.uk
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Heswall Bed Race

Following on from the photographs of the inaugural 1982 Heswall Bed Race we featured in the last issue, Ian Chambers has
sent us some pictures of later races together with the programmes for some of the races.

Ian says: “The 1986 one is themed on the Mexico World Cup, with children from Thingwall Primary School dressed as footballers.
The photo of the five fit-looking men is the team which won the Bed Race in 1990 – Thingwall Primary School dads, and the
nautical-themed bed is a group of first years from Calday Grange Grammar school.”
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Map and entrants from the 1991 Heswall Bed Race

Some adverts from the various programmes – nice to see some are still trading

Thanks to all the people who contacted us regarding the Heswall Bed Race – it was clearly a very popular local event. It seems
we were misinformed on the origins of the event. John Smith from Lower Heswall wrote to tell us: “The idea was in fact
conceived in The Victoria Hotel (now demolished) in Lower Heswall, as part of Heswall Round Table’s charity fundraising
activities. The race started at The Glegg Arms onto the Dee View Pub, down to The Black Horse, and finally The Vic. Each team
member had to consume half a bitter or a Coke at each pub. The beds were all the old steel type hospital ones, and were
donated by local NHS Hospitals. If I recall correctly, I think we had over 40 ‘bed entrants’ for the inaugural event.”
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Greg Dawson tells readers how
the port of Chester cost Heswall
and Parkgate their sandy beaches
It is common knowledge that Chester was one of the most important
Roman cities in Britain. It was a port and garrison town, home of
the 20th legion. The Romans also had an outpost and naval base
at the small port of Meols and were also believed to have had an
observation post on Hilbre Island. In Saxon and Norman times,
Chester continued to be an extremely important port and military
base. Ships sailed to and from British and Irish ports, France,
Spain and Germany, and troops gathered there for Welsh and Irish
campaigns. During the Middle Ages the world climate grew colder
causing the sea level to drop, also the River Dee at Chester began
to silt up due to shifting sands and erosion of the shoreline. This
forced ships to use smaller ports along the Wirral coast where the
water was deeper. Cargo and passengers were offloaded at these
small ports and transported to the City of Chester in smaller boats
or by road.
Shotwick, being one of the nearest anchorages to Chester became
a busy little port and during the reign of Henry VI (1422-71) a quay
was built there. Silting eventually reduced the depth of the channel
at Shotwick and shipping moved along the coast to the deeper
waters of Burton Point and Denhall. Burton Church is dedicated to
St. Nicholas, the patron saint of mariners and at Denhall in Ness was
the ancient Hospital of St. Andrew, for the poor and shipwrecked
mariners. Also, alehouse records of 1561, list five inns and alehouses
in Burton and two in Ness. These facts indicate that there was a
great deal of shipping using these ports during the Middle Ages. For
many years the merchants of Chester had been collecting money to
build a new quay at Lyghtfote Pole (Lightfoots Pool) at Little Neston.
Eventually, in 1569, work began on the ‘New Haven’ (later called
the New Quay) and it served as a port for about 200 years. Not only
passengers and goods, but also Irish cattle and Welsh ponies were
shipped to Neston. Also, army horses and troops were marched out
from Chester to Neston for shipment to Ireland. All ports in Wirral
and those along the Welsh side of the Dee and around the coast
as far as Rhyl were part of the Port of Chester in shipping terms, as
they were under its jurisdiction. In 1569, even Liverpool was still ‘a
creek port within the Port of Chester’ in legal terms, with a fleet of
only 12 ships. Over half a century later, during the reign of Charles I
(1625-49) £100 ship money was demanded from Chester, but
only £15 from Liverpool. In Captain Grenville Collins’ lifetime the
River Dee was still more important than the Mersey. In 1687, when
Liverpool was beginning to rival Chester, he wrote “...at Nesson and
Dorpol, lower down than Chester, you may anchor in three-fathom
water” (18 feet).
In 1699, an attempt was made to improve the channel from
Neston to Chester. The main problem was that the River Dee had
such a wide estuary that the tidal flow did not scour the channel
and with ships being built progressively bigger, the river was just too
shallow. The New Quay at Little Neston (by this time called the Old
Quay) was in decline. Parkgate, with its deeper waters, took over as
the most important port on the Dee, with ferry services to Dublin,
Flint and Bagillt. A ferry service also ran from Gayton to Flint and
Irish ferries sometimes used the port of Dawpool near Thurstaston.
Deep sea vessels were firstly anchored in the Hoyle Lake for
quarantine before proceeding to Parkgate or Liverpool. At Parkgate
and Dawpool, cargoes and passengers were transferred to smaller
craft for shipment to the shallower waters of Chester or taken by road.
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The New Cut, looking toward Chester from the Queensferry Bridge 1998

This was both inconvenient and time consuming and it was obvious
that unless something was done, the City would die as a port.
In 1731, a decision was made that would alter the River Dee
forever. Nathaniel Kinderley of Lincolnshire suggested that a
deep-water channel or canal could be cut from the City of Chester
to deeper waters in the Dee Estuary. There was opposition to this
scheme from the Port of Liverpool (by this time the most important
port) as Liverpool merchants feared that they would lose trade if
Chester once again became a deep-sea port. However, after an Act
of Parliament was passed, a wide channel, 16 feet deep at high
tide, was dug from Chester, along the Welsh coast and through
the White Sands to Flint, during 1753-6. This ‘New Cut’, as it was
called, was not the natural course of the river, as the deep water
channel flowed to Chester along the Wirral coast.
The New Cut was a success, giving Chester a new lease of life.
Docking facilities were built along the ‘Cut’ at Chester, Saltney,
Sandycroft, Queensferry, Hawarden Bridge and Connah’s Quay. The
River Dee Company was formed in 1740 to maintain the depth of
the New Cut and keep it navigable. Parkgate remained a very
important port, particularly for Irish shipping, due mainly to its ferry
and mailboat service which ran to Dublin four times a week. Even
with the New Cut, Chester could not now compete with Liverpool
whose sea trade was growing in leaps and bounds. One great
drawback for Chester was that large vessels took two tides to
reach the City from the open sea and two tides to get out.
However, this did not impede shipbuilding as shipyards sprang up
along the Welsh side of the Dee and in Chester. In 1806, more
ships were built along the Dee than on the Mersey. But, by 1817,
The River Dee Company was forced to engage the famous engineer
Thomas Telford to improve the New Cut as it had begun to silt up.
On the English side of the Dee, Wirral was robbed of the natural
channel that gave life to its small ports. Parkgate had already lost
its Irish ferry service by 1815, due to the silting of its anchorage.
However, it was still deep enough for the smaller Flint and Bagillt
ferries, small coasters and fishing boats to operate. Sadly, by the
mid 1860s, Parkgate waters became too shallow for the Flint and
Bagillt ferries, but they continued to operate from deeper waters
off Gayton Boathouse Inn (now Gayton Cottage) at the bottom of
Cottage Lane.

Parkgate middle slip in about 1930. The water was was still just about deep enough for fishermen to unload their catch.
At this time the marsh had reached Moorside.
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Looking towards Sheldrakes at Banks Road, Heswall from Riverbank Road slipway.
This photo shows how far the marsh had spread by 1998.

Changing the course of the River Dee and diverting the flow,
caused rapid silting as tides deposited vast amounts of silt at
Sealand. This created an ever spreading marsh which kept
backing up along the estuary towards Parkgate and Heswall. Also
due to the changing tidal flows, the Hoyle Lake (once a 30 foot
deep anchorage at low tide) gradually filled in, due to shifting sand
banks. The River Dee Company came to possess thousands of
acres of marshland reclaimed from the sea which had spread from
Sealand to Burton. The Company received thousands of pounds
a year in rent from these lands and it appeared that it was more
concerned in recovering and leasing the marshlands than keeping
the New Cut to the required depth for shipping. This resulted in the
responsibility of the maintenance and upkeep of the New Cut being
taken out of the hands of the River Dee Company and given to the
Dee Conservancy Board in 1899. Due to the progressive silting of
the River Dee, which made it difficult for shipping to reach Chester,
the Welsh ports along the New Cut had become more important. But
eventually, partly due to gradual silting of the New Cut, shipbuilding
had ceased by the Second World War and by the 1950s, merchant
shipping was more or less finished. The last locally owned ships
belonged to Coppack’s, the old shipowning family from Connah’s
Quay. At Sealand (which means land reclaimed from the sea)
Shotton Steelworks, R.A.F. Sealand, Deeside Industrial Park,
Shotton Paper Mills etc and the houses of Garden City had been
built. Along the Wirral coast, the marshes had choked Parkgate
and Heswall and their fishing fleets were forced to operate from
moorings at Sally’s Cottage, Thurstaston. By the 1960s, the mud
had ruined Gayton Sands and day trippers who once visited Heswall
Shore for a Sunday stroll and ice creams at Mrs Mills shop at the
bottom of Banks Road, or at Broadway Stores or Mathias’ in Broad
Lane, stopped coming. Heswall and Parkgate fishing fleets were in
decline by the 1960s, and have long since ceased to operate. Also,
due to Gayton Gutter becoming so shallow, the Dee Sailing Club
abandoned its premises (now Sheldrakes restaurant) and built a
new Club at Caldy which opened in 1982. However, boats can still
use Heswall Boatyard for repairs, but due to Gayton Gutter being
so shallow, it is becoming more and more difficult to get in and
out. Sadly, the marsh continues to spread year by year; let’s hope
it never reaches Hilbre.
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Greg Dawson tells us about Thomas Ismay and Dawpool Hall

This picture shows the rear of Dawpool Hall, Thurstaston which had over 60 rooms
and employed 32 indoor servants.

The Dawpool Estate, consisting of 228 acres, took its name from the
old Thurstaston seaport of Dawpool, known as Redbank in the Middle
Ages. It was the portion of Thurstaston Manor from what is today, the
right-hand side of Station Road across to Caldy Fields and stretching
from the village to the banks of the Dee Estuary. In 1819, the Dawpool
Estate and part of Caldy passed to Colonel Maxwell Goodwin who in
turn sold these lands to Middlesex-born Joseph Hegan. In Thurstaston
Village, Hegan built Home Farm and in 1858 he built the original
Dawpool School, then in 1865 he built Dawpool House.
In 1877, millionaire shipowner Thomas Ismay bought Dawpool House
and 39 acres of land. Ismay was born in Maryport, Cumberland, where
his family worked as shipwrights. From an early age he had a great
interest in ships and eventually became a very successful Liverpool-based
shipowner with his own fleet, the White Star Line of Titanic fame (the
names of all his ships ended in ‘ic’). Ismay demolished Dawpool House
and in 1882 he began building the grand Dawpool Hall overlooking the
Dee Estuary, designed by Norman Shaw, the famous architect who
designed Scotland Yard, the police headquarters in London. Dawpool
Hall, built of red sandstone from Smallwoods Quarry in Heswall, was
completed in 1884, at a cost of £53,000 and had more than 60 rooms.
When Telegraph Road (A540) from Heswall to West Kirby was being
improved it was to follow the original route skirting Thurstaston Hill
and pass close to Dawpool Hall. So, for the sake of privacy, peace and
quiet, Ismay paid out of his own pocket to have Telegraph Road diverted
well out of sight of his new mansion. The new section of road was cut
through the solid rock of Thurstaston Hill, from where the Cottage Loaf
is today, down to Caldy Rugby Field. It is still known locally as Ismay’s
Cutting. The old section of road, which ran from opposite the junction of
Thurstaston Road and Telegraph Road through the grounds of the Hall
and past Dawpool Cottages, can be seen to join Telegraph Road near
the bottom of the hill, not far from the Rugby field. This original route
is still marked on the A to Z maps, but is private. Unfortunately, the
village pub, the Glegg Arms, which stood on the old road, was pulled
down in 1884, forcing landlord Joe Broster to move to another pub, the
Chestnut Horse (later renamed the Black Horse on Black Horse Hill,
West Kirby). Ismay also used his influence to have Thurstaston Railway
Station built as far away as possible from his mansion, which was a

Dawpool School, still standing on Station Road, was built by Joseph Hegan in 1858 and closed by
Margaret Ismay who bought it for £100 in 1906, after opening the new Dawpool School in School Lane.
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Dawpool Hall as seen from Thurstaston Hill c.1918. Note the original road from Heswall to West Kirby to
the left of the picture. In the foreground is Ismay’s Cutting (A540) and centre St. Bartholomew`s Church.

great inconvenience to the local community. Many an Irby and
Thurstaston lad on leave from the Forces cursed Ismay when having to
lug his kit bag home almost from the shore.
Ismay was one of the most successful shipowners in the world. He
was awarded the freedom of the City of Belfast where his ships were
built at the Harland and Wolf shipyard, and he moved in the highest
circles, having entertained Queen Victoria who offered him a baronetcy
which he refused. In 1889, Edward Prince of Wales, took his nephew,
the German Emperor, Wilhelm II (Kaiser Bill), on a tour of British naval
ships at Spithead. The Kaiser admired all the ships but was most
impressed by the armed cruiser Teutonic. She was a White Star liner
that had been armour-plated and armed with several guns so that she
could also serve as a merchant cruiser in time of war. Kaiser Bill said
‘We must have some of these’, and he did. Germany began building
ships which had previously been built in Great Britain. Within eight
years, a German ship, the Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse, was launched, and
when completed she won the Blue Riband trophy (for the ship making
the fastest eastward crossing of the Atlantic Ocean) which Germany held
for ten years. By 1903, Germany had the four fastest ships in the world.
Thomas and Margaret Ismay had nine children. At his daughter’s
wedding reception Thomas Ismay said that he had “travelled in all parts
of the world, but he had never seen a place that he liked better than
Thurstaston”. Thomas died in 1899 aged 63 and tributes came from all
over the world, including one from Kaiser Bill. In 1906, Mrs Margaret
Ismay financed and opened a new Dawpool School in memory of her
husband, away from the village on Thurstaston Hill, at the top of School
Lane (some said so that the village would be quieter). She then bought
the old school, still standing in Thurstaston Village, for £100. When
she died in 1907, she was buried with her husband Thomas in a tomb
which can be seen in Thurstaston Churchyard. In 1912, their son Bruce
(which was Margaret’s maiden name), was aboard RMS Titanic when
she went down but survived by getting into one of the lifeboats.
During the Great War, Dawpool Hall was used as a hospital for
wounded officers. In later years nobody wanted to buy this huge house,
which needed 32 indoor servants to run it along with maintenance men
and many gardeners to keep the grounds shipshape. In 1927 Dawpool
Hall was dismantled and all the stone, slate and fine fittings and fixtures
were auctioned. The 39 acres of grounds were sold off and five new
houses, Roughlands, Thors Hill, Pine Ridge, Warren House and another
Dawpool (smaller than the original), were built. The name of Home
Farm (the Dawpool Estate farm) was changed to Dawpool Farm. When
this model farm ceased working, the individually designed sandstone
buildings were tastefully made into private dwellings. Ismay’s Clock Tower
(built 1892) also survives and can be viewed from the private road.
The Titanic wasn’t the only Blue Star liner to hit an iceberg and sink.
In February 1893, the SS Naronic sailed from Liverpool, bound for New
York with general cargo and cattle, a crew of 50 and 24 cattlemen.
She had no radio and vanished in the North Atlantic. In March, another
ship found two of her lifeboats, one capsized and the other swamped
with no bodies or survivors, in the same area of the Atlantic where the
Titanic was to sink 19 years later. Her disappearance remained a
mystery until a bottle was washed up on Hoylake shore in June 1896
with a message in it signed by a sailor named Young, which read:
“Struck an iceberg, sinking fast in cold ocean.”
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Heswall WW2 Bombing
Article 1 of 3 showing photos never published before.
By Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald

Village Road after the bomb blast

Village Road today

In our article published in June 2010 we recounted how Heswall
suffered bomb damage during a fateful Whitsun holiday in May 1941.
It was a dire time for the United Kingdom, Britain’s finest ship, the Hood,
had just been sunk, Rommel was on the offensive in Africa and Crete
was about to fall to an airborne German invasion. Hitler was determined
to starve Britain into submission and the ports of Liverpool and
Merseyside were prime bombing targets to disrupt Atlantic shipping.
Liverpool and Merseyside was the most bombed area outside
London and a ferocious onslaught on Liverpool commenced at the
beginning of May 1941. Heswall residents grew accustomed to
seeing an eerie red glow in the night sky as Liverpool and Birkenhead
burnt. The air raid siren based on top of the clock tower in the
Children’s Hospital wailed frequently to warn the population to take
shelter. As May progressed they must have felt themselves fortunate
not to have suffered any actual bombing, especially as bombing
decoys were established each side of Heswall with the intention to
deceive German bombers into thinking that the River Dee was the River
Mersey. Decoy buildings and lights were constructed on Burton Marsh
to simulate Garston Dock, on the seaward side of Heswall Golf course
to imitate Lime Street railway marshalling yard, and at Thurstaston to
imitate Bootle dock. Perhaps from the
perspective of Heswall inhabitants it was fortunate that these
decoys were not very successful in fooling the German bombers.
The first bomb fell near Heswall in July 1940. In September 1940,
two absconders from the Heswall Nautical School had set fire to a barn
and hay and straw ricks at the neighbouring Oldfield Farm in the hope
that the flames would attract planes that would then bomb the school!
St Fillan’s School, now Riverbank House at the bottom of Riverbank
Road, was taken over by the Soldiers, Sailors & Airmens Families
Association (SSAFA) to provide respite for the families of serving men,
especially those who had been bombed out of their homes. As the
bombing proceeded in Liverpool and Birkenhead there was an influx of
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over 10,000 bombed-out people into the Wirral. There was a complaint
from the Heswall and District Ratepayers’ Association in April 1941 to
the Wirral Urban District Council that the shops in Heswall could not
cope with the increased population and that the food supply of the
native residents was threatened by the increased demand.
Heswall’s luck in avoiding bombing came to a tragic end on the nights
of 30th and 31st May 1941. The authors have been fortunate to obtain
permission from the Museum of Policing in Cheshire, located in
Warrington, to reproduce the official police photographs of the bomb
damage. In this first article we show images of the damage caused in
the Lower Village on the evening of 31st January. Three terraced houses
– Whitby House, The Rookery and the Laurels – received a direct hit
from a high explosive bomb. Three members of the Shone family,
parents George and Dorothy, and their daughter Lily were killed. The
remaining daughter Marjorie was rescued from the burning house by
Henry Price who lashed two ladders together to pluck her from the roof.
The huge amount of damage can be seen, with rubble spilling across
Village Road. The properties were too damaged to be repaired and
were demolished. The Lower Village Garage now occupies the site.
The authors have long searched for pictures of the three original
houses and would be most grateful to any reader who has any old
photos showing these.
The same blast also severely damaged the neighbouring three-storey,
semi-detached building, which housed Atherton’s Confectionery Store
at ground level with accommodation above. Note the extensive damage
on the side facing the destroyed houses and the enormous amount
of rubble. Most of the roof has gone and all the windows blown out.
The building will look familiar to readers as it was a mirror image of the
adjoining building, which still stands, housing the very popular Lower
Village Shop. The damaged building was replaced by a single-storey
building, which, until recently, was used as a pharmacy. At the time of
writing there is a planning application to demolish the existing pharmacy
and to erect a three-storey building with A3 use (sale of food and drink)
at ground floor and two residential flats on the first and second floors.

Three houses destroyed in Village Road

Lower Village garage stands on the site of the three bombed houses

The final damage photograph shows Village Road opposite the
destroyed houses. This was obviously taken some time after the
bombing as the road has been cleared. All the windows have been
blown out, but there is remarkably little structural damage, given the
devastation which occurred over the road. This escape from damage
was fortunate as it allowed the same buildings to still stand and act
as an attractive centrepiece to the Lower Village. The large sign for
Hall’s Garage can be seen, which had its premises behind the buildings
shown in the photo. As mentioned above, after the war it moved into
the premises now occupied by the Lower Village
Garage. The premises immediately to the left of the entrance to Hall’s
Garage were Lloyd’s Bank, now occupied by The Village Salon. Next to
it was the Post Office, at that time without the iconic red telephone box
and pillar box, but still showing the Victorian postbox set in the wall,
which was unfortunately stolen some years ago. These premises are
now occupied by Poppies. The next shop was a shoemaker and repairer,
now Zero’s barbers and hairdressers.
In the next articles we will show some remarkable pictures of the
bomb damage caused to the school on School Hill, and to premises in
Telegraph and Pensby Roads. The authors are grateful to the Museum
of Policing in Cheshire for permission to reproduce the photographs of
the bomb damage, which are under their copyright.
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View of School. Only the right-hand part remains today. The Headmaster’s house is on the left

Heswall WW2 Bombing
Article 2 of 3 showing photos never published before.
By Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald
In the last article we showed dramatic pictures of the damage
caused by the Whitsun bombing of Heswall Lower Village during the
Second World War. In this article we recount the damage caused to
St Peter’s Church of England School, then located on School Hill.
Destruction and death also occurred on the same night of 30th
May 1941, presumably by the same stick of bombs that hit the
Lower Village. The authors have not yet been able to establish
the exact time of the raid. According to the memoirs of Kathleen
Carruthers, serialised in this magazine by Greg Dawson, a
German bomber taking part in a heavy raid on Liverpool was hit
by anti-aircraft fire and dumped its bombs over Heswall before it
crashed in the Welsh hills, with three Germans dragged out of the
wreckage before it exploded. People living near Farr Hall were
reported to have seen bombs coming out of the crippled bomber
like confetti into the Dee.
The original local village school associated with St Peter’s Church
is reputed to have dated back to 1686 and was located in the
thatched Elder Cottage (demolished in 1974) opposite the Black
Horse public house. In 1872, William Bromley Davenport, the Lord
of the Manor, donated land for a new school situated on School
Hill. This generous gift was no doubt stimulated by the Elementary
Education Act which was enacted two years earlier and which
aimed to ensure councils provided educational facilities for all
children between five and twelve. Davenport’s bequest specified

St Peter’s School in 1918
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that the school was for the children of labouring, manufacturing
and other poorer classes in the Parish of Heswall, and a Committee
to manage the school was established. A further piece of land at
the back was donated in 1872. The school was obviously popular
as it was extended several times. In 1894 there were 230
children enrolled.
The photos of the damage to the school on that fateful Whitsun
holiday show how half of it, including the house of the headmaster
Nathaniel Loose, was completely destroyed. The headmaster’s
adopted daughter Lilian Mills, aged 43, was killed when the house
collapsed. Joseph Lancelotte, aged 34, who some accounts link
romantically to Lilian as her fiancé, was found injured in School Hill
and died on the way to hospital. He was in the Home Guard and
lived in Roseneath, Telegraph Road.
The school was temporarily relocated to the parish church hall in
Telegraph Road. The school’s history website tells how all the pupils
and staff were forced to work in one room, with infants attending
from 9am to 12.30pm and juniors from 1pm to 4.30pm. It was to
be 1961, another 20 years, before the 304 enrolled children could
move into the new premises in Thurstaston Road which the school
now occupies. It would be very interesting to hear reader’s
accounts of this time if they were pupils at the school during this
difficult period.

The central part of the school destroyed

View of Headmaster’s house destroyed

Only one wing of the old school could be salvaged and this
building, renamed Richmond Hall was sold by the Rector and
Church Wardens of St Peter’s Church to the National Association of
Boys Clubs to accommodate Heswall Boys Club. The hall was called
Richmond Hall because one of the original leaders of the boys club
lived in Richmond Way, Heswall. The premises were extended in
1981 and were used by many organisations as well as the Boys
Club. The charity was renamed the Richmond Hall Club and its
mission was to “help and educate young people through leisure
time activities, foster an interest in the art of theatre and provide
facilities for lectures, discussions, play rehearsals and to encourage
the use of Richmond Hall in pursuit of community activities.”
Unfortunately, as society changed, there was less demand for
the hall and the running costs were becoming a concern, so the
trustees reluctantly decided to sell. Following a pre-application
meeting with Wirral Borough Council Regeneration & Environment
Department in February 2015 there was an acceptance in principle
for a change of usage from community to residential. Sealed bids
were invited for the hall, and the advertisements caught the
attention of Murray and Valerie Watters, who were looking for a
house on the Wirral. They submitted a sealed bid in August 2015,
emphasising their wish to maintain the architectural heritage of the
building. They were successful in their bid and engaged Ridgepro
construction to convert the hall into a stunning family home. Many
of the original features, including the wooden internal roof supports,
the high ceilings and sandstone walls have been left exposed to

The old school after renovation

make a link with the past. The front windows, boarded up ever since
the bombing have been reglazed to their original splendour, and a
‘school clock’ mounted on the gable to benefit all the community.
Very sympathetic Victorian-style glazing has been used in other
parts of the building, where some of the very utilitarian 1960s
additions to the original Boys Club were knocked down.
The building has played an important part in the educational and
societal history of Heswall, and the Heswall Society is grateful that
such an elegant conversion has been carried out, providing a new
chapter in its history.
In the next edition, the final part of this series of articles on the
Blitz damage in Heswall will show photos of the destruction in
Telegraph Road, Pensby Road, and Sandy Lane.
The authors are grateful to the Museum of Policing in Cheshire
for permission to reproduce the photographs of the bomb damage,
which are under their copyright, and to Murray and Valerie Watters
for their help with this article.
Submitted by Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald (roger.m.lane@btinternet.com or
0151 342 9269) on behalf of the Heswall Society, which was established in
1953 “for the public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Parish of Heswall”.
For more details of membership and activities please call Roger Lane or visit
theheswallsociety.org.uk

Interior after renovation
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Heswall WW2 Bombing
Article 3 of 3 showing photos never published before.
By Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald

14 Sandy Lane in 1941

If the inhabitants of Heswall were fortunate, none were as lucky
as the occupants of 14 Sandy Lane which was struck by a bomb
on 29th May 1941. The occupier of this house was standing by the
front door when the bomb dropped and was uninjured. There were
seven people in the front room to the left of the door shown in the
photograph, and they all also escaped injury. During the same raid,
Vernon’s Garage in Pensby Road was totally destroyed. The
photograph taken from the back of the garage looking towards
Pensby Road shows the extent of the devastation. The houses seen
in the background still exist on the opposite side of Pensby Road.
By the end of the European war in July 1945, Vernon’s Garage had
obviously managed to get back into business and was advertising
cars for sale in the local paper. It is still in business today.

14 Sandy Lane today

In our previous articles on the damage caused by the Whitsun
Bombing of Heswall during the Second World War we covered the
destruction in the Lower Village and to St Peter’s Church of England
School, then located on School Hill. In this third and final article
we describe damage caused to other parts of Heswall. The War
Memorial in Dee View Road records seven civilian deaths in Heswall
during WW2. Compared to the thousands who were killed or injured
in Liverpool, Wallasey and Birkenhead, Heswall escaped lightly, but
each Heswall death was, of course, a personal tragedy for friends
and family.
The Blitz in Merseyside lasted from August 1940 to May 1941,
whereas the 1941 Whitsun bombings were the only significant
raids on Heswall. This escape from heavy bombing is all the more
remarkable because Heswall was situated between two bomb
decoys, one located on the golf course to the south and the other
by Thurstaston to the north. Fires were lit in these decoys, simulating
the fires ignited by pathfinder bombers, to fool German bombers
into thinking that the Dee Estuary was the Mersey Estuary, so that
their bombs would land harmlessly on the marshes. Merseyside was
the most bombed region outside London. The bombers flew up the
Irish Sea until they saw the lights of neutral Dublin, and then turned
east towards Merseyside. A secret Aerial Defence Research and
Development Establishment (ADRDE), known as X3, was housed in
a three-storey building located on the Great Orme at Llandudno (on
the site of the current visitor centre car park). This establishment
tracked these bombers, presumably to pass information to the antiaircraft batteries at Thurstaston. The remains of those anti-aircraft
facilities were later covered in soil, resulting in the very characteristic
landscaped grassy mounds at the Thurstaston Visitor Centre.
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Vernons Garage 1941

Vernons Garage today

The following night, the same stick of bombs which was to hit
St Peter’s School and the Lower Village found their first target in
Telegraph Road. Six very impressive three-storey semi-detached
houses had been built at the end of the 18th century just beyond
the Puddydale Recreation Ground to accommodate the burgeoning
middle-class population of Heswall, as the centre of gravity of
commerce gradually moved from the Lower Village to the Top
Village. The large houses on the Mount and in Mount Avenue were
built at about the same time for the same reason. The details of
the occupants of the six Telegraph Road houses as recorded in the
1911 census indicate that, starting from the Puddydale, the houses
were called Glendower, Royston, Thorndale, Riversdale, West View
and Dee Royd. Glendower was a boarding house, which had a

large advertisement in the Lydiate to attract custom from visitors
arriving from Heswall Station. Riversdale had previously been the
home of a local doctor, Dr St G.M. Homan, who in 1903 advertised
the premises as a comfortable home for those needing nursing or
invalid care. Dee Royd was occupied by Robert and Helen Bigland,
members of the well-known Cheshire Bigland family which has been
the subject of a book.

Riversdale is 4th from right

A high explosive bomb hit Riversdale, so badly injuring Florence
McGrath, the 42-year-old daughter of John and Elizabeth McGrath,
that she died on the way to Clatterbridge Hospital. The rear of
adjoining house, Thorndale, can be seen to be severely damaged.
The house on the other side, West View, attached to Dee Royd,
does not appear to be severely damaged, but later aerial
photographs taken in the 1950s show four houses demolished
with only Glendower and Dee Royd left standing. The Reddy family,
well-known Heswall butchers, lived in Glendower from 1945 to
1960. After 1960 both Glendower and Dee Royd were demolished
and the site of all the original six houses was redeveloped into the
medical and welfare facilities which now occupy the site, the
doctors’ surgery having been recently rebuilt and extended.
The bomb which destroyed Riversdale also broke 32 panes of
glass in the neighbouring Puddydale School and damaged one of
the school outbuildings. There must have been incendiary bombs
mixed with the high explosive bombs, as an incendiary bomb fell
through the roof of Classroom 5 damaging the floor and roof. Over
the road, an incendiary bomb destroyed the car belonging to the
matron of the Royal Liverpool Children’s Hospital. The hospital had
a very lucky escape as the high explosive bombs kept falling lower
in the village but passed over the hospital. The hospital was filled
to capacity as the other children’s hospitals in Liverpool had been
evacuated to Heswall due to the intensity of the bombing in city.
More than 70 people had been killed earlier that May when Mill
Road Hospital in Liverpool had been bombed.

Riversdale

Rear of Riversdale

As these three articles have shown, the effect of the blitz is still
visible in Heswall. Two groups of fine late Victorian houses in
Telegraph Road and Village Road have been replaced by modern
buildings. William Hall moved his garage from the yard behind the
village baker across the road to the site of the three bombed
houses, and it still continues in business as the Lower Village
Garage. The building in the Lower Village that houses the
newsagents is very asymmetrical as the destroyed matching half
that accommodated the confectioners was replaced by a much
smaller pharmacy. Plans have recently been approved to rebuild
this old pharmacy building much closer to its original size. The old
St Peter’s School is now a carefully restored private residence; it
occupies just a fraction of the original school buildings, but retains
important features marking its heritage.
The photographs of the bomb damage are under copyright to the
Museum of Policing in Cheshire and the authors are very grateful for
permission to reproduce these.
The authors would be very pleased to receive further information
regarding the turbulent times of the Second World War.
Article Submitted by Roger Lane and Jenny McRonald
(roger.m.lane@btinternet.com or 0151 342 9269) on behalf
of the Heswall Society, which was established in 1953 “for
the public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Parish of
Heswall”. For more details of membership and activities
please call Roger Lane or visit theheswallsociety.org.uk
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WE ARE NOW
BACK OPEN
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Cain of Heswall
by Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane

The date 1936 can be seen on a prominent plaque above the shops
on Castle Buildings, Telegraph Road, Heswall, commemorating the
date when the shops were built. The family business of Cain of
Heswall has been trading for four generations since 1957 at No.12
in this block and is now the longest established shop in Heswall.
The shops were built on part of the site occupied by Heswall
Castle, which also included the area of Castle Drive and part of the
Mount. The Castle was a folly built for Mr Tytherington around 1895
as a residence. As he and his wife never lived in the Castle, it was
known locally as Tytherington’s Folly. Sold in the 1890s it became
a children’s orphanage, only used during the summer months. In
1932 the Wirral Urban District Council considered buying it to use
as the council offices but decided on Hill House (now The Jug and
Bottle) instead.

wife Gladys, they sold their home in Heswall
and took over the freehold of No 12. Castle
Buildings. The size of the business was then
around three hundred square feet and the
family resided in the living quarters above
the shop. Until July 1958, Jack continued
with his original job in order to establish
Cain of Heswall. It was at this time that the
business premises doubled in size to meet
Jack Cain the demands of the shopper. Some of the
brands to be found in the shop at that time
were Van Heusen and Viyella.
Throughout the next decade many changes
took place in Heswall; one of the most
notable was the demolition of the cottages
opposite Castle Buildings, which were
replaced with another row of shops. As
these shops began to open over the other
side of Telegraph Road in the mid-1960s,
Cain of Heswall saw a major redevelopment
Gladys Cain
with the showroom doubling again in size to
accommodate the increased range of men’s clothing for which the
shop was renowned.
February 1974 saw the death of Jack, the founder. He had
worked hard since 1957 to establish the growth of the business,
which still prospers today over fifty years later. Jack had found time
in 1950 to stand as Conservative candidate for Pensby Ward in the
local council elections for the Wirral Urban District council, as it was
then known. His widow Gladys continued to be a driving force in the
business until her death in 1990.

Castle Buildings under construction

Local builder Charles Peers bought the site for £16,000 and
demolished The Castle and its lodge (the latter stood at the cross)
before constructing Castle Buildings. The original building was at
a much higher level than the current shops, so a lot of excavation
took place. Castle Buildings was set back from the road to provide a
service road (originally with two-way traffic), the ground floors being
shops and the first floors being the living accommodation. There
were two doors at the front – one to the shop and the other to the
upstairs accommodation. Initially the shops were unpopular as they
did not cater for everyday items as would be found in butchers or
greengrocers. Bradley’s cycle shop was one of the first in the block,
followed closely by T.A. Ball funeral directors, whose family later was
to be related in marriage to the Cain family, when Kenneth Cain
married Pat Ball.
An early occupant of No. 12 Castle Buildings in 1938 was Lilias’s
Gowns, owned by Mrs Lilias Tweedie who had also had a gown shop
in Waterloo, Liverpool. Cheadle Menswear, run by Fred and Annie
Cheadle, originally from Ormskirk, arrived at No. 12 in the early 1950s
until they returned to Lancashire in 1957 and the Cain family took
over the shop. John (Jack) Cain had been a manufacturer’s agent
selling clothing around the north west of England and Staffordshire,
as had his son Kenneth who covered Scotland. Together with Jack’s
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Early picture of shop interior

Kenneth Cain

After his father’s death Kenneth took
control of the business. He married Pat
Ball in 1964 and in 1966 their son
Andrew was born.
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s fashion
changed a great deal. Shoulders became
very padded and trousers had pleats.
Cain of Heswall continued to keep up with
these changes and other changes then
taking place in Britain. They even continued
with gas lanterns and candles during the
power cuts of the 1970s. In 1971 they
took decimalisation in their stride.

Andrew Cain joined the firm in 1984. He joined his father as a
director in the business in 1990, a post he still holds. Andrew
was able to bring new business skills by attending courses and
seminars. At his instigation the boy’s department was replaced
with a larger school uniform department catering for girls and boys
at local primary and secondary schools. By 1988 a computerised
stock control system had been installed.
Gladys Cain passed away, aged 90, in 1990. She had been a
strong force in the business and was well known locally. The
following year saw Andrew’s marriage to Susan Coates. As well
as acquiring their own website, other improvements came about
in the 2000s. The school uniform department had grown so much
that larger premises were needed.
In 2005 the store relocated temporarily to 64 Telegraph Road
while a new two-storey extension was built in Castle Buildings.
While this was taking place, they acquired Sport & Dance Wise
which enabled the shop to extend their range of school uniform
and sports kit. In 2008 Kenneth retired to look after his wife Pat,
leaving Andrew in charge.
Further development took place in 2015 when the next-door shop
became available. Andrew, concerned that there were no shoe
shops left in Heswall, decided that it would be complementary to
their store and to ladies’ fashion stores in Heswall to have one.
Until recently it remained next door, but this summer moved to The
Curve. The setting up of the shoe shop enabled George, Andrew’s
son, to learn about the setting up of a new company while he was
still at school.
Pat passed away in 2016 in a nursing
home followed in 2018 by Kenneth aged
91, the last of the founders. In 2016,
Susan, Andrew’s wife became company
secretary of Cain of Heswall, assisting her
husband running the business. George Cain,
their son, became the fourth generation
of the Cain family to work there when
he joined in February 2018, after having
George Cain
gained experience at other shops.
Cain of Heswall has established many community links over the
years: Rotary International in Heswall and Mid-Wirral, Rotaract,
Inner Wheel, Heswall Chamber of Trade (then Heswall & District
Business Association) and members of the family have held the
posts of both chairmen and presidents.
Andrew and George continue to expand the family business, which
is now the oldest shop in Heswall following the closure of Gould’s.
The authors would like to acknowledge the support provided by
Andrew in preparing this article and we wish him and his family
continuing success in the future at a time when our high streets
are facing so many challenges.

Cain of Heswall has been trading in Heswall since
1957. During that time there have been many ‘special’
events, mostly good and a few not so good. However,
we have seen nothing quite like this Coronavirus
Covid-19 enforced lockdown and fully understand
businesses will have to adapt.
This is the longest period of non-trading in our
history. How we get back to normal trading will
be interesting. We have all the plans in place for
Social Distancing, One Way System, Masks, Gloves,
Sanitiser etc. and a Personal Shopper Service if you
can’t mange to walk around the store.
As we gear up for the Schoolwear season, we have
created our new website that will soon offer
Click and Collect and Click and Local Delivery.
We will do our best for our Staff and customers
and with your help we will overcome this situation
and adapt to a new way of business.
When we are able to reopen there will be new,
exciting ranges of Menswear and Shoes that
you won’t have seen yet.
Be assured we will do our best to help you –
If you are concerned about coming in please
contact us via Email: post@cainofheswall.co.uk
Keep safe.

Andrew and George Cain

Andrew Cain in front of modern shop

Submitted by Jenny McRonald and Roger Lane (roger.m.lane@btinternet.com
or 0151 342 9269) on behalf of the Heswall Society, which was established
in 1953 “for the public benefit to conserve the heritage of the Ward of
Heswall”. For more details of membership and activities please call Roger
Lane or visit theheswallsociety.org.uk
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Have you protected yourself
with lasting powers of attorney?
90% of over 65s have not!
DON’T BE CAUGHT
NAPPING!!

LASTING POWERS OF ATTORNEY
FOR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
AND HEALTH MATTERS

SINGLE: £199 FOR BOTH
COUPLE: £299 FOR BOTH
INCLUDING HOME VISITS
Call Wirral Estate Planning
on 0845 052 2757
Lasting Powers of Attorney and why all
adults should have them in place.
The lasting power of attorney (LPA) was introduced by the

Mental Capacity Act 2005 and came into being in October 2007,
replacing the previous Enduring Power of Attorney which had
been around since 1985.
There are two types of LPA:
1. For health and welfare matters
2. For financial affairs
The Act states that should you have some form of incapacity
(temporary or permanent) that prevents you from looking after
your own affairs, you must have appointed attorneys who can be
either family members or trusted friends to act for you under a
registered LPA.
Each LPA is a 20-page document and it has to be registered with
the Office of the Public Guardian.
The registration process takes eight to nine weeks and a fee is
payable to register each one. That fee depends on your level of
income. In some cases the registration fee is waived.
If you develop some form of incapacity then your attorneys can
act fully legally on your behalf under a registered LPA.

Visit our website:
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk
Email: info@wirralestateplanning.co.uk

What can happen if I don’t have an LPA in place and I am
unable to manage my own affairs?
1. The court of protection can and will appoint ‘deputies’ to
manage your affairs if no family member/friend quickly applies
to become your deputy/attorney. This becomes very arduous
and very expensive. Court appointed deputies would close your
bank accounts and divert all your income to the court.
2. Family members can apply to the court to become your
attorney for financial affairs only. This process can take up
to four months and costs can easily exceed £3,000.
3. Your bank can freeze your bank accounts; they can even
freeze joint bank accounts.
4. Social services will be in complete control of your health related
matters and can place you into a care home, possibly against
your or your family’s wishes.
Our prices to prepare both LPAs are: £199 for singles and
£299 for couples.

BARRISTER
PREPARED WILLS
SINGLE PERSON £119
COUPLE ‘MIRROR’ WILLS £219
HOME VISITS & VAT INCLUDED

PROBATE
APPLICATIONS
PLUS ONGOING
ADVICE/ADMIN
JUST £299
WHY PAY THOUSANDS?

0845 052 2757
www.wirralestateplanning.co.uk

ALL MAJOR CREDIT & DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

We hope to see you
all again soon...

The last few months have been
a very testing time for us all.
We hope to be back with our printed
and distributed issue in August.
In the meantime please stay safe and
support local business if you can.
For more information please call Jon on 07796 945745
or email jon@heswallmagazine.co.uk

